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ABSTRACT

Most beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) (Pallas 1776) living in areas of
seasonal sea ice use estuaries periodically during summer. Beluga estuary-use hypotheses

include feeding, calving, moulting, killer whale (orcinus orca) predation, human
predation, thermal advantage, and phylogenetic inerlia. The hypotheses may not be

mutually exclusive and may vary with populations or regions. This study describes
aspects of beluga whale suÍlmer-ecology by studying the association between inter-

annual water levels and beluga habitat selection in the Nelsonfuver estuary. Flow rates

from upstream Limestone Dam doubled from the dry years of 2002-2004 to the wet year
of 2005. I used radio-tracking data (N:15, 2002-2005) and aerial surveys (2003, 2005) to
test the hypothesis

(Hl)

that belugas were farther out in the esfuary during the wet year.

Model variables included year, day, time, tide and age-sex. Observed locatior¡habitat
distances for the radio-tracking and aerial suruey data were compared to the random

equivalents using a Kolmogorov-Smimov (KS) test. A cumulative sign test determined
the timing of a beluga shift in movement behaviour on August l0tl'. pre-August l0tl'

radio-tracking locations provided the spatial-temporal boundary of the Nelson River
esfuary. General Linear Models (GLM) for both the telemetry and aerial survey data

show an association between beluga distance to the river-mouth and year. Study results

provide evidence to weigh the main estuary-use hypotheses and contribute to knowledge
of beluga ecology and management.

Masters Thesis, Uuiversity of Manitoba
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

In ecology, knowledge of a species or population relies upon an understanding of
its own species parameters, but also of its interactions with its environment. Thus, habitat
studies are necessaryprecursor to assessing its potential vulnerability to changes to its

environment. Animals inhabiting Arctic ecosystems, including beluga whales
(Delphinapterus leucas) (Pallas 1776), often face seasonally scarce resources and migrate
long distances (Draper 1989; Sergeant 1973; Geraci 2005). For this reason, small
environmental changes can have substantial affects on health and fecundity of Arctic
animals (Gaston et a|.2002). Global oceanographic, clirnate, and generalcirculation
models predict that the most extreme and acute effects of global warming
the

will occur in

Arctic. Predicted effects include more erratic precipitation pattems and increased

river outflows (Hinzman 1992;Tynan 1997;Fyfe 1999; Petersonet a\.2003). Belugas,
like other marine ntammals, are vulnerable to these changes for reasons includirig their
strong philopatry to certain sites of seasonal aggregation @egerbøl and Nielson 1930 in
Heide-Jørgensen 2002; O'Corry-Crowe 1997 ; COSEWIC 2004).

Beluga whales are medium sized cetaceans having a primarily panAlctic range. In

2002the beluga population estimate in Canadian waters numbered between 72,000 and
144,000 (DFO 2002), with individual stock populations ranging from zero (Ungava Bay)

to 57,000 (Westem Hudson Bay). This study focuses onaspects of the summer ecology
of the Westem Hudson Bay populatiorl considered the largest single beluga whale
population on earlh (Richard 2005). The goal of this thesis is to understand factors
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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affecting beluga whale estuary-use. Iniplications of this research are applicable to
management of Westem Hudson Bay belugas and their habitat.

Most beluga stocks use estuaries in ice-free regions during summer, but reasons
for this behaviour are unknown. Beluga esfuary-use hypotheses include feeding

(Kleinenberget al. 1969; Seaman and Burns 1981; Seamanet al. 1982), calving
(Sergeant and Brodie 1969; Sergeant 1973; Fraker et
St. Aubin et

al. 1979), moulting (Finley

1982;

al. 1990), avoiding killer whales (Orcinus orca) (Brodie l91l), avoiding

humans (Caron and Smith 1990; Kilabuk 1998), thermal advantage (Sergeant and Brodie
1969; Fraker

et,

al. 1978) and phylogenetic inerlia (W. Doidge, Makivik Corporation,

Montreal, Quebec, pers. comm. 2005). The last hypothesis, Phylogenetic inerlia,
describes the influence

ofan ancestor on its descendents; retaining traits unless altered by

behavioural mutation (Dembski 2001). Little tested evidence exists for any of the above
estuary-use hypotheses and some, including phylogenetic inertia, are not published

(Doidge 1990; Caron 1990; W. Doidge, Makivik Corporation, Montreal, Quebec, pers.
cornm. 2005).

Early research suggested feeding as a main reason for this beluga estuary-use
(Comeau 19l5; Vladykov 1947; Kleinenberget a\.1969; Seaman and Bums 1981;
Seamanel al. 1982). Research on stomach contents of belugas in estuaries taken during
local harvests however, contradicts this hypothesis. Since many female belugas with
calves are observed in estuaries, calving was thought to be the primary behavioural

motivation (Sergeant and Brodie 1969; Sergean| 1973; Fraker et al. 1979). Research on
blubber and skin layers (Doidge, 1990, Boltunov et al2002) and observations of most
females arriving in esluary already withcalves contradicts this view. This evidence, along
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with observations of wanner water in estuaries led to the hypothesis of thennal advantage
to all ages and sex classes in the estuaries (Fraker et al.,1978). However, belugas are
adapted to a pack-ice environment with near-zero Celsius waters so evidence does not

supporl this hypothesis (Doidge, 1990). Doidge (1990) notes that belugas and narwhals
have equal insulation but only belugas exhibit seasonal occupation of wanner estuarine
waters. Moreover, elevated hotmone levels were found in belugas in some estuaries,

strengthening the moulting hypothesis as a principle reason for beluga estuary-use

(Finley 1982; St. Aubin etal. 1990). Paststudieson belugas in estuaries offer littletested
evidence and lack ecological context. Part ofthe reason for the absence ofpublished
research is that belugas, like other marine mammals, especially Arctic species, live most

of their lives under water, and often at locations not easily accessible by humans (Marlin
and Smitlr 1992;Maftinet

al. 1993, Martinet a\.1998; Heide-Jørgensenet al.

For this thesis, I begin Chapter

I with

1998).

an overview of beluga whale biology and a

brief description of the status and trends of beluga whales in the Canadian Arctic. I then
provide a slightly more in-depth description of Hudson Bay, the Nelson River estuary
study site, and Westeni Hudson Bay belugas.

Chapter

II

examines beluga habitat associations for wet and dry years in the

NelsonRiver esfuary, Manitoba, (Porl Nelsoq 133' 48' W, 55" 41' 45" N). Radiotracking (n: l5) and aerial survey data for belugas collected over the summers of 20022005 were used to test the hypothesis

(Hl)

that belugas remained farther offshore during

the wet year. Model variables included tide level, depth, year, Julian day, time of day,
and age-sex class. First,

I use Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) tests to compare the observed

data distributions to randonr-generated data distributions. I then use a distributiorfi'ee
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cumulative sign test to define the estuary boundary, by measuring day-to-day differences

in median distances of the belugas to the river mouth. General Linear Models (GLM) and
Tukey's Studentized comparison of means tests are then used to explore the belugahabitat associations. Finally, results are related to the beluga estuary-use hypotheses.

Chapter

III

uses a 'weight of evidence' approach to review existing beluga

estuary-use hypotheses, including Chapter

I

results. Chapter fV, includes major

findings and a general discussion of beluga estuary-use including a discussion on any
antfuopogenic effects caused by the arlificial alteration of riverine systems. I conclude

with recommendations for future research on the beluga estuary hypotheses. The
appendix contains additional information and figures related to this study. Movement
maps for each of the

l4 Nelson River radio-tracked belugas are also located in the

appendix.

I.2 BELUGA WHALE BIOLOGY

I.2.1 Description
The beluga whale is a mediun'psized odontocete. Size varies between populations

witlr Hudson Bay belugas being among the smallest (Kleinenb erg 1964). Generally, adult
male belugas measure 2.6-6.7 meters

in lengthand weigh 450-1000 kilograms, while

adult females measure 3-4 meters in lengthand weigh 250-700 kilograms (Kleinenberg
1969; Brodie

l97l;

Stewart and Stewart 1989). Neonates measure approximately 1.6

meters in lengthand are born grey-cream or pink in colour, and then turn dark brown or
blue-grey (Brodie 1971; DFO 2002). Belugas reach maturity, which is typically
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associated with a change in coloration to white aT 12-18 years, and can live up to 92
years (Harwood2002), assuming one growth layer group (GLG) per year (Slewart et al.

2006). However, repofts exist of grey ones giving birth (S. Ferguson pers. Comm.,
Deparlment of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada. Winnipeg, pers. comm.2007). The white
coloration of adults may be an adaptation to their environment. It is the source of their
name, originating from Belulcha, which is Russian for white. The scientific name

'Delphinapterus leucas 'translates as "the white dolphin without a wing"(DFO 2002).
Belugas are also commonly refened to as white whales likely to differentiate them from
the white (or beluga) sturgeon (Huso huso).

I.2.2 Ontogeny and Reproduction
The bulk of knowledge regarding the development or course ofdeveloprnent of an

individual beluga (Ontogeny) exists through in-situ observation and necropsies. The

majorityof beluga mating occurs during spring and timing varies geographically (Brodie,

l97I). Doan

and Douglas (1953) suggested that some mating in Western Hudson Bay

may continue into September. Little evidence exists regarding beluga mating, although
males have exhibited polygamy (Stewart and Stewart 1989). Gestation lasts

approximately 14 months and births occur from June to August, followed by a nursing
period of approximately 18 months. These reproductive parameters mean that females
can produce young only every three years. Peak calving times also vary geographically

frorn late march to early august (Stewart and Stewart 1989). Westem Hudson Bay
belugas generally give birth at the end of June, coinciding with the break up of the sea ice
(Sergeant 1986). Rapid growth in neonates is due to the fat-rich
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Newborn calves grow from 40 percent of their mother's length to 65 percent in the first
year and measure approximately 70 percent of adult length when weaned at the end of the
second year (Stewart and Stewart 1989).

I.2.3 Diet
Belugas have one of the most varied diets of any ceiacean Seasonal availability

of prey items results in a generalist diet consisting of capelin, Arctic cod, herring, shrimp,
squid, and marine wonns (Kleinenberg1969; Seaman et

al

1982; DFO 2002). Some

unique adaptations of belugas, possibly related to feeding, include the lack of a dorsal fin
and un-fused cervical vertebrae, allowing lateral

flexibility of the head and neck,

presumably to aid in benthic and sub-sea ice foraging (Vladykov 1949)

I.2.4 Distribution
Belugas have a primarily panArctic distribution throughout seasonally icecovered Arctic and subArctic waters of the Nonhern Hemisphere (Gurevich l980,

Stewart 1989). Most beluga stocks congregate in shallow estuaries during summer
months. During winter, belugas are closely associated with open leads and polynyas in
ice-covered regions (Doidge and Finley, 1993; Richard 1990; Richard et

al. 1993;

Richard 2002). Depending on season and region, they may occur in botir offsìrore and
coastal waters. Sea-ice, tide, temperature, human action, and access to prey affect
seasonal distribution(Lowry 1985). Annual migrations may cover thousands

of

kilometers (Reeves 1990). During spring, most belugas migrate to warmer coastal
estuaries, bays, and rivers. Reasons for this behaviour are unknown and are the subject

of
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this study. Beluga stocks are generally defined by summer aggregation sites (Marlin and
Reeves 2000), whereas beluga populations are generally deñned using genetics along

withother evidence such

as

radio-tracking data. The International V/haling Commission

(IWC) cunently recognizes at least 29 separate beluga stocks, with possibly more
occurring in Russian waters. Sightings of vagrant belugas exist for lceland, the Faro
Islands, Ireland, Scotland, France, the Netherlands, Denmark, Japar¡ coastal New Jersey,
the Delaware River and Washington State (Rice 1998;Martin and Reeves 2000, L. Keith,
pers. Comm.

Wildlife Ttust, St. Petersburg Florida, 2006). Canadian waters harbour

72,000-144,000 belugas (Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2002).

I.3 STATUS AND TRENDS OF BELUGA WHALE POPULATIONS IN

CANADA EXCLLIDNG HUDSON BAY STOCKS
The following are status and trends of beluga whale populations with descriptions
summarized frorn the 2004 Committee On the Status of Endangered Wildlife In Canada

(COSEWIC 2004) report and other sources were applicable. See section 1.4 for
equivalent information regarding Hudson Bay stocks including Western Hudson Bay
belugas

in

the Nelson River Estuary.

I.3.1 Cumberland Sound population
Numbers of belugas using Curnberland sound have declined since the 1920s

(COSEWIC 2004). The Hudson Bay Company and later the Inuit are thought to have
caused this population decline (Soper 1928;

Brodie 1971, COSEWIC 2004).

Accordingly, hunting regulations were implemented here in the 1980s. Commercial
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hunting in Cumberland sound from 1868 to 1939, mostly in Clearwater Fiord, reduced
the original population of approximately 5,000 whales (Mitchell and Reeves 1981) to less

tlran 1,000 in the 1970s (Brodie et al. I97l). More recent abundance estimates (n:I,547,
Richard 2002) suggest that this population may be rebounding but historic data are scarce
(Soper 1928; Brodie 1971). Cunent quotas (41 in 2003) appear to be sustainable

(COSEWIC 2004). COSEWIC raised concerns about increased small vessel traffìc and
the noise of outboard motors, as well as possible impacts of the Greenland halibut

fishery. Recent radio tracking and genetics data suggest that this population resides in
Cunrberland Sound year-round (Richard 1990; Richard7002). The combined Southeast

Baffin Island-Cumberland Sound population was designated as Endangered in April
1990. In May 2004, the structure of the population was redefined and named the

"Cumberland Sound population". Supporting evidence for this redefinition included
growth measurenents, genetic and contaminants profiles and satellite tracking data.
These cornbined data confirmed that most belugas hunted in Cumberland Sound are

distinct from those hunted near Iqaluit and Kimmirut, which have more genetic links to
the Westem Hudson Bay population (COSEWIC 2004). Cumberland Sound hunters

however, recognize three types of belugas: 1) Smaller, thinler and white belugas hunted
at the floe edge in spring 2) Larger yellow belugas with signs of epidennal moult 3)

Smaller, thinner belugas with thicker skin and a stronger taste that are killed outside

of

Clearwater Fiord on the west side of Cumberland Sound (Kilabuk 1998; Richard2002).
The status of the population was re-examined by COSEWIC in May 2004 and the
proposed new designation is Tfueatened.
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I.3.2 St. Lawrence Beluga Population
The St. Lawrence beluga population was severely reduced by commercial hunting

wlrich lasted until 1979 (Kinsley 2002). High contaminant loads may have also
contributed to the population decline (COSEWIC 2004). Aerial survey estimates since
1973 suggest that the decline has ceased, yet do not provide evidence

ofa population

increase (COSEWIC 2004). St. Lawrence belugas experience more exposure to pollutants
than other beluga populations in Canada. There is debate on whether the prevalence

of

cancer in mortality samples for this population relates to exposure of industrial pollutants

(Geraci et al. 1987, Muir el al. 1990; Maftineauet a\.2002; Hammill et a\.2003).

Available comparable research is limited because little information exists from other
beluga populations on cancer rates. Vessel traffic and industrialization of the St.

Lawrence watershed also threatens belugas and their habitat. The range of this population
includes Quebec and the Atlantic Ocean and was designated Endangered in
and again in

April

April

1983

1997. The stalus of the population was re-examined in May 2004 and

the proposed new designation is Thueatened.

I.3.3 Eastern High ArcticlBaffin Bay Beluga Population
The range of this population includes Nunayut and the Arctic Ocean with rnost
summering around the coastal shelf habitats of Somerset Island (Smith and Marlin 1994;
Innes and Stewarl 1996). This population was thought to winter in the pack ice off the

west coast of Greenland (Finley and Renaud 1980) with some belugas observed in the

North Water poll'nya of Baffin Bay (Doidge and Finley, 1993; Richard et al 1993).
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Recent research suggests that most belugas from this populationwinter in Baffin Bay and
the High Arctic, with a smaller number wintering in central west Greenland (Richard et al

2001). Autumn radio tracking data for thís populationalso suggest that the Norlh Water
may harbour a larger winter population of belugas than was previously suspected
(Richard et al 2001). These wintering populations may actually consist of two distinct
populations (COSEWIC 2004). Hunting pressure is a concern for the porlion of this
population wintering in central west Greenland. For these reasons, this population
received the status of Special Concern in

April

1992.

At the last assessment in}'/iay 2004,

the proposed designation remained the same.

I.3.4 Eastern Beaufort Sea Beluga Population
The eastern Beaufoft Sea beluga population is cunently large (20,000-40,000)
and harvests are

within sustainable limits. However, there is no US-Canada intemational

agreement that is binding to both nations. The range of this population includes the

Northwest Tenitories and the Arctic Ocean wintering in the Bering Sea and migrating to
summering areas in the Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf (Marko and Fraker

l98l

in

Harwood 1992). Mostbelugas in this stock use the wann estuarine waters of the
Mackenzie River with others are widely distributed offshore (Norton and Harwood 1985)

In Augus! most disperse eastward toward the Amundsen Gulf and Viscount Melville
Sound rnigrating westward along the Alaskan coast and offshore under polar pack ice in
the autumn (Richard 2000; COSEWIC 2004). This population was designated as Not at

Risk iri April 1985 and proposed to remain the same again in May 2004 (COSEWIC
2004).
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I.4 STUDY AREA: HUDSONI BAY
ESTUARY
Hudson Bay is a semi-enclosed saltwater system fed by many large freshwater

riverine systems, including the Churchill and Nelson Rivers in Manitoba. At least five
whale species use Hudson Bay, including belugas, narwhals, bowheads, killer whales,
and minke whales but only belugas routinely use James Bay and south easternHudson

Bay (Stewaft 2003). Unconfirmed reports also exist for spenn whales, nofihern
bottlenose whales (Stewart 2003), and pilot whales (G. Lundie, SeaNofth tours,

Clrurchill, Manitoba, pers. comm . 2006).
Sea ice controls seasonal marine ecosystems

in Hudson Bay. The extent of

coverage and episodic persistence of sea ice frorn late spring and into summer can cause

Hudson Bay to experience colder than average air temperalures for its latitude, especially
along the south western coast, including the Nelson and Churchill River estuaries (Gough
and Leung, 2002 Ju and Gough, 2004).Ice coverage in winter is complete. August and
September are fypically the only two completely ice-free months (Gough and

Allakhverdova 1999). Freeze-up typically begins in late October in nofthem Hudson Bay
and spreads southward in November and December (Prinsenberg, 1986). Sea ice
coverage peaks in thickness between late March and May, depending on latitude. Break-

up occurs in June and July (Gagnon and Gough, 2004a,2004b). There is no multiyear
sea ice

in Hudson Bay and James Bay. Sea ice thickness over Hudson Bay averages 1.6

meters (Gough and Allakhverdova 1999; Gough 2001; Saucier and Dionne 1998) and
ranges frorn 0.9 meters at Moosonee to greater Than2.3 meters at Inukjuak. Belugas are
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well adapted for sea ice having thick insulating blubber and skin, and no dorsal fin. They
also possess the

ability to break through ice up to 20 cm thick using their melon or dorsal

ridge to open breathing holes (Freeman 1968; Sergeanf.I973; Finley and Renaud 1980;

Mitchell and Reeves 1981).
The Churchill and Nelson River watersheds drain fresirwater to Hudson Bay fi'om

over 1.4 million km2 of the northcentral region of North America. The Nelson River
estuary is large and shallow, exposing vast tidal flats at low tide. Port Nelson can have

cuffents measuring more than 2mls (Benihañt2004). Limestone Dam, located
approximately 30 km upstream fi'om Port Nelsoncontrols freshwater flow to the lower
Nelson River (Figure II.2). Water moving to and from the estuary has naturally dredged

a

shallow channel (15-25m deep) that forks out from Port Nelson in a noÍheast direction
to the outer estuary, and then northward along the westem shore of Hudson Bay (Figure

I.4;GEBCO 2000;Manitoba Hydro Bathymetry 2005). Tidal range in the NelsonRiver
estuary is

3- 4 meters (Bernhardt 2004). The surficial geology of the NelsonRiver

estuary is primarily composed of clay, boulders, ard gravel. Belugas congregate in the

Churchill and Nelson River estuaúes during sLünnxer months and migrate to Hudson
Strait in aufumn (Sergeant 1973; Richard 1993; Rrchard 2005)
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Figure L 1; Map of Hudson Bay places showing the Nelson River estuary study site (shaded area lower left
corner)
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Figure I.2; Nelson River estuary places and the main channel (black outline) with 2005 Manitoba Hydro
bathymetry data
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I.4.1 Belugas in Hudson Bay
Beluga skin samples collected for genetic analyses indicate that anirnals found in
easterx Hudson Bay and westem Hudson

al

1991; Brown-Gladden et

at least

al1997

Bay form two distinct populations (Brennin

et

de March and Maiers 2001). COSEWIC recognizes

three separate beluga management stocks, based

on locations of

summer

aggregation sites. Insufficient genetics data exist from the James Bay and Ungava Bay
beluga stocks to detennine their relationship to Eastem and Western Hudson Bay belugas
(Gosselin 2002).
Belugas in the Nelson River estuary belong to the Western Hudson Bay beluga
stock,

a genetically

place

of 'distinct'

semi-distinct population. The term 'semi-distinct' is used here in

because lirnited mixing take place between Western Hudson Bay and

otlrer Hudson Bay stocks (de March et al. 2002). Thrs stock

is

considered the largest

single beluga population on eafth (ca. 57,000 Richard 2005). Westem Hudson Bay
belugas also occur

in

other Hudson Bay estuaries and coastal regions,

in

smaller

numbers, during the open water season.

I.4.1 Eastern Hudson Bay Beluga Population
The Eastern Hudson Bay beluga population has beenreduced by at least 50
percent of its pre-westernwhaling numbers and continues to decline (COSEWIC 2004).

Over-exploitation continues throughout sulÌrmer and rnigratory range. Mathematical
rnodels predict that it

will likely

disappear under present hunting levels in less than 10 to

15 years (COSEWIC 2004). Research on this population has also linked population

declines to habitat degradation of estuaries by hydroelectric development and by small
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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vessel traffic disturbance (COSEWIC 2004). The summer range of this population

includes the estuarine irabitats of the Nastapoka and Little V/hale Rivers with some
coastal occupation from Kujjuarapik to inukjuak (fig I.3). Belugas throughout this region
also occur offshore extending out to the Belcher Islands (Smith and Hammill 1986,

Kingsley 2000, Gosselin et al. 2002).In auturnn, like other Hudson Bay beluga stocks,
Eastern Hudson Bay belugas migrate to Hudson Strait (COSEWIC 2004). The southem

boundary of the Eastern Hudson Bay population is not clearly delineated (COSEWiC
2004). This population was designated as Tileatened in

April

status was re-examined with a proposed new designation

in

1988 by COSEWIC and its

'tr;/:ay
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Figure I.3; Map of Eastem Hudson Bay places and Rivers with summer beluga congregations
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I.4.2 U ngava Bay Belugas
The Ungava Bay beluga population may be extirpated. Aerial surveys flown in

Ungava Bay during the summers of 1978 and 1980 recorded approximately 50 belugas
concentrated around the Mucalic River (Finley et
1985 have observed no whales (Smith and

al. 1982). Surueys of this region since

Hammill 1986; Kingsley2000; Gosselin

2002).It is difficult to conclude this stock's extirpation Belugas from other rangesharing stocks can occur in Ungava Bay, and Ungava Bay belugas may intersperse

among other stocks while over-wintering in Hudson Strait. Over-hunting has caused the
population decline and whale hunting in Ungava Baycontinues to threaten any remaining
belugas (COSEWIC 2004). The range of this population includes Ungava Bay and

Hudson Strait (I(ingsley2000; Gosselin et a\.2002). COSEWIC designated this
population as Endangered in

April

1988 and following re-examination in May 2004 ít

was proposed to remain the same (COSEWIC 2004).

I.4.3 STUDY POPULATIOI\: Western Hudson Bay Beluga Population
The Westem Hudson Bay beluga population is abundant (Richard 2005). This

population is hunted in parts of its range, and may be affected by shipping and
hydroelectric dams. The range of this population was redefined in May 2004 fo include
those Southeast Baffin Island belugas outside of Cumberland Sound (figure 4).

Previously, Southeast Bafhn Island belugas outside of Cumberland Sound were
considered part of a Southeast Baff,rn Island population (COSEWIC 2004). The

population status of Westem Hudson Bay belugas was designated as Not at Risk in April
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1993.

A re-examination in May 2004 proposed

a designation ofSpecial Concern

(COSEWIC 2004).In August of 2004 Fisheries and Oceans Canada conducted aerial
suryeys of belugas in westem and southern Hudson Bay (Richard 2005) revealing a total
estinrate of 57,300 (95% C.L.: 37,700-87,100) (Richard 2005) for the Churchill-Seal and

Nelsonestuaries. The uncorrected estimate (i.e.: belugas obseryed near the surface) in the
Clrurchill-Seal and Nelson areas of

27 ,200

is close to the 1981 estimate of 25,100

Richard 2005). Thus, recent data suggests that the population level for this stock has not
experienced significant change since 1987 (Richard 2005). Many more belugas were
observed along the Ontario coast of Hudson Bay but assigning them to a single stock is

not possible due to a lack of stock identity information The estimates given above are
conservative due to the possibility that individuals may move amongst surueyed regions
behveen survey dates (Richard 1993; Richard 2005).
The range of the Western Hudson Bay beluga population includes Manitoba,

Nunavut, Ontario, the Arctic Ocean, and the Atlantic Ocean. In mid-July, Western
Hudson Bay belugas range coastally fi'om Eskimo Point to the Ontario border with
concentrations at the Seal, Churchill and NelsonRiver estuaries (Richard 1993).

Beginning in early August, Western Hudson Bay belugas start to move out of the
Churchill and Nelsonesturies (Richard 1993). The aerial obseruations of Richard (1993)
coincide with results of this study. After leaving the Nelson River estuary, 7 of fhe

14

radio-tracked belugas moved up the west coast of Hudson Bay and then across the norlh
coast of Hudson Bay heading east to Hudson strait. Two of the fourleen belugas moved
east along the Ontario coast of Hudson Bay crossing the mouth

of James Bay. One of

these 2 belugas traveled up the east side of the Belcher Islands past the Nastapoka and
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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Little Whale Rivers (figure I.5, figure V.4) and one traveled up the west side (f,rgure V.9).
Both belugas then migrated north to Hudson Strait, where their movements suggest
feeding. Although the two belugas rnigrating along Eastern Hudson Bay left the Nelson
River estuary earlier than other radio-tracked belugas, they anived in Hudson Strait
weeks later. This delay was partly due to the length of time spent (Aug

l3-Nov 17 and

Aug 21-OcT 12) by these two belugas around the Belcher islands where their circular
movements suggest foraging.
One other beluga exited the Nelson River estuary and moved northward but then

it departed from the west coast of Hudson Bay af. a position approximately

150 km norlh

of the Nelson River on 6 October. High quality ARGOS@ uplinks (location class: l, 2, 3)
were not transmitted again until 18 October from central Hudson Bay approximately 145

kn

south of Coral Island. Its movements while there suggest it was feeding. Time-gaps in

radio-tracking data for this beluga make it difficult to visualize any clear migration
patterns (figure V.5). While Western Hudson Bay belugas are in estuaries, another

population of belugas occupies southem Hudson Bay coastal waters with concentrations
at the estuaries of the Severn and Winisk fuvers (Richard 1993). Genetics reveal limited

mixing between the Westem Hudson Bay belugas and the James Bay belugas but the
relationships are still unclear. Limited mixing also exists between the James Bay stock
and the Eastern Hudson Bay population (de March 2001).
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CHAPTER II: BELUGA WHALE (Delphinapterus Leucas)

HABITAT USE IN THE NELSON RIVER ESTUARY DURING
WET AND DRY SUMMERS

II.1 ABSTRACT
Beluga whale (Delphinapterus Lettcas) (Pallas 1776) Iocatiorrhabitatassociations
were studied using radio-tracking data

Qll:i4)

for 2002-7005 and 24 aerral surveys for

2003 and 2005 in the Nelson River Estuary, Hudson Bay. The years of 2002? 04 were dry

in the NelsonRiver watershed relative to 2005. Observed beluga-habitat distributions
were compared to random distributions, using a Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) statistic. A
series of General Linear Models (GLM) found associations for three dependent distance
measures. Results from the radio-telemetry data show belugas farther from the river

mouth and channel during the wet year but not farther from the nearest shore. The aerial
suruey data provide confirmatory evidence ofan association between beluga density and
distance to river-mouth and year.

A cumulative sign test determined the timing of

beluga shift in movement behaviour on August lOth. Pre-August

1Oth

a

radio-tracking

locations provided the boundary of the Nelson River estuary. Study results provide
evidence to weigh the rnain esfuary-use hypotheses and contribute to knowledge

of

beluga ecology and management.
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II.2 INTRODUCTION
Beluga whales (Delphinapfenrs Leucas) (Pallas T776) are highly mobile and well
adapted to the Arctic. Most beluga populations in seasonally ice-free zones migrate long
distances to estuaries during sumrner and then to offshore regions again in fall and

winter. It is not known precisely why belugas use estuaries. The beluga estuary-use
hypotheses may not be mutually exclusive, and may vary geographically, and across

populations. Philopatry to ceftain sites of sumrrer aggregation increases the belugas

sensitivity to environmental changes, where climate change is predicted to influence

Arctic ecosystems disproporlionately, increasing river outflows, and causing more erratic
weather patterns (Hinzman 1992;Tynan 1997;Fyfe 1999; Petersonet a|.2003).

I studied beluga locatiorhabitat

associations for the Nelson River estuary during

the dry years of2002-2004 relative to 2005 (figure

ILl).

Beluga locations were derived

from ARGOS@ satellite-telemetry data (N:14) for 2002-2005 and from24 aerial surveys

flown during 2003 and 2005. I hypothesize (Hl) that beluga-habitat associations would
differ when comparing wet and dry years. Model variables include distance to the mouth
of the river, distance to shore, distance to channel, tide, year, and day-oÊyear, time of
day, sex and age. Kolmogorov-Smirnovtests determine whether habitat use was different
from random.
The Nelson River has artificially altered water flow due to an upstream

hydroelectric dam. Much rcsearch describes the negative affects of hydroelectric
development on downstream wildlife (Stanley and Wame 1993; Leichenko and Wescoat
1993; Fradkin 1996 in Kowalewski et al.2000; COSEWIC 2004). Conceming
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anthropogenic effects, understanding beluga estuary-use contributes to the management

of the species.

Figure IL I ; Limestone Dam mean daily dischalge for tlie study years of 2002-2004, and 2005, a werter
than average year from 14 July to 3 I August, the period of primary habitation of the estuary by beluga
whales.
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II.3 METHODS
II.3.1 Tagging and Satellite Telemetry
Fifteen beluga whales were live-captured near the mouth of the NelsonRiver

(Figure

II.l)

and instrumented with ARGOS@ satellite-linked radio tags (table II.1). This

sample consists of nine adult males, five adult females, and one sub-adult male. Capture
methods consisted of a nylon netl set in a circular purse fomration from a 6-meter length

jet boat. Netted whales were recovered immediately using rwo Zodiac@ model MKIII
boats measuring 4.3 meters. Following capture, the belugas were cleared from the net and
restrained with a hoop net held around the head and a cushioned rope tied around the
caudal peduncle. Time, location, morphometrics, sex, and associations with a calf were
recorded (table II.2).

All

tags were fixed to the belugas by placing l-centimetre stainless

steel wires transversely on each side of the whale's dorsal ridge. Three 6-rnillimetre

diameter nylon pins, inserled thlough the dorsal ridge, secured the wires. A nylon quickapplication locking washer secured the nylon pins on the beluga. Capture handling times
ranged from 20 minutes

to

1.5 hours, averaging 30 minutes. Two of the 15 belugas were

fitted with SPOT2 tags (see table II.2). These animals are not included in this study due
to sarnpling differences compared to the ST16 and SPLASH dive-enabled tags. One
SPOT2 tag (PTT:10971) did not provide any data.

I (50 meters x
3 meters, n.resh size 32 centinretres, manufactured by Lakefish Net and Trvine Ltd.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba)
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Table IL l. Details regarding the l5 belugas captured and fitted rvith radio tâgs at the Nelson River estuary
in tlle sunrmers of 2002-2005.
Canture
locatlon

Point
Marsh

Point
Marsh

Point
Marsh

Point
Marsh
Point
Marsh

Point
Marsh

Point
Marsh

Point
Marsh

Point
Marsh

Point
Marsh
Point
Marsh

Point

North
Side

North
Side

Marsh

Point

Dive

CaDture date

TAG
NO.

Tag
Type

t3/Julyl02

t0927

STI6

2

t644

05/AugusV03

l

0899

STI6

2

I

04/August/03

I

0970

SPOT2

N/A

04/August/03

t0926

STI6

03/August/03

10972

30/July/03

resolution Time

Duration

Last uplink

(days)

Sex

(cnÐ

with
calf

Length

3/Augusl./02

21

F

320

Yes

250

26/October/03

òJ

M

370

No

I

650

28,û.{overnber/03

lt7

M

Ji+

No

2

I

528

23ll.,lovember/03

F

375

Yes

STI6

2

t3l5

27,/ì.lovcmber/03

l2
l7

F

344

Yes

10971

ST16

2

l0l0

I4l1.{ovember/03

107

M

405

No

27lJuIyl04

r0971

SPOT2

N/A

830

2TlJuly/04

0

F

320

No

27/Julyl04

40623

STI6

I

l 800

l2/Fehruary/04

20t

M

409

No

26/July/04

40622

STI6

I

l6 r5

04/October/04

7l

F

408

Yes

25lluly/04

I

0980

STI6

2

t526

l2lMarchl04

23t

F

340

Yes

24lJuly/04

I

0978

STI6

2

t729

25lFebruary/05

224

M

4t0

No

24/IulylM

10979

STl 6

z

I

545

l9lApril/05

268

M

400

No

30/July/05

57600

Splash

I

I

905

23lFebruary/O6

2t3

M

265

No

30/July/05

40153

Splash

I

t7 57

I

9/October/05

50

M

310

No

23/July/05

I

0970

Splash

I

t2l0

7/Octobel05

M

330

No

Data sent from the radio-tracked belugas were received by National Oceanic

&

Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) polar orbiting weather satellites passing over the
horizon. Sufficient message frequency and quality received throughout one satellite pass
allows SERVICE ARGOS@ (CLS) to calculate a location for the platform or "tag". Often
when the belugas are movillg, surfacing interuals are shofter, resulting in lower quality

locatiors. Once the nlessages from a fagare received by ARGOS@, the message is
assigned an accuracy symbol from the array (2, B,

A, 0, 1,2 3). Z accuracy is the lowest

and not suitable for most spatialanalysis and 3 is the highest

with near 150-meter
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accuracf . The received ARGOS@ satellite-tracking data for the 13 dive-recording tags
were appended before being pre-processed3. Appending the two raw data fonlats

temporarily creates redundant location messages but allows the SATPAK 20034 data
processing software to choose the best location solution from the duplicates.

Table IL 2; Weekly sanple sizes for Nelson River estuary beluga whale radio -tracking data by sarnpling
week and year for 2002-2005

Year

2002
2002
2002
2003
2003
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005

Week
(Saturday

- Friday)

Week

Beluga

nunrber

sample

size

Numbcr of ARGOS@ Locations
in the Nelson River estuary

July l4-July 20
July

Zl-Iuly

53

27

July 28-August
July 28-August

1J
58

3

16

3

August 4-10

July

1lJuly

75

I

19

July 27-August
August 3-9

29

2

66

July l4-July 20

6

July 2l-July 27

50

July 2&-August
Ausust

176

3

-August l0

110

Totals:

683

2

See Service ARGOS@ (CLS) (1989)

for

r"nore

ARGOS@ satellite-based data-reception system

details.

3

Data f.om ARGOS@ Inc. was received in Conrpact Disc@ format in ARGOS@ raw data fornrats dispose

(.ds) and diagnostic (.diag) and processed using Wildlife Computers SATPAK 2003 software
a

For details on SATPAK 2003 ARGOS@ data-processing software, see SATPAK 2003 Users Guide

(2003).
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IL3.l.l.l

Testins ARGOS@ Data Filters for Nelson River Beluqa Radio¿rctckine

Applications
Studies utilizing radio-tracking data to locate marine mammals often attempt to
augment existing data tluough various methods, including retaining less accurate data

(McConnell et al. 1992, Austin et al. 200I). Similar methods were tested on the Nelson
River beluga radio-traclcrng data for this study. Attempts were made to appropriately

beslfit the gathered telemetry

data with due attentionto the influence of outliers. To

maximize sample size, for the l3 deployments, the location data were further filtered.
First, a velocity hlter (McComell ¿l al. 1992) that leaves plausible locations and
includes less accurate locations that fall within the velocity threshold and a revised th¡eestage filter for enoneous ARGOS@ locations (Austin er al.200I). The tluee-stage hlter,
proposed by Austin et

al. (200T) incorporates the McConnell filter, while using a five-

location group to test, flag, and filter effoneous locations. This filter also includes less
accurate ARGOS@ location data that pass the multistage tests of the filter. Results of the

filter for two test animals added approximately

12 percent more locations

(figure II.2).

However, the required choices of velocity and realized-distance parameters may add
more uncertainty into the model, due to their relatively arbitrary assignment. Moreover,
using the filter, most standard locations were retained, but the bulk ofthe low accuracy
locations were also retained. This is conceming, since it reveals an underlying random
selection element that may actually add unceftainty to our model. In the end, sample sizes

for this study were suff,rcient for use in a General Linear Model, without including lower
location classes that passed the filters. Thus, the additional records from the hlter were
not used. See the Appendix section V.1 of this thesis for a description of the results of the
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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3-stage filter. In addition, velocity thresholds (in this case 2.2 m/s) are arbitrary and likely

not high enough for ARGOS@ location messages (termed "uplinks") that are close in tirne
(less than 60 minutes).

A difference in logic also exists when comparing Austin et al. (2001)

To

McConnell (1992). The Austin et al (2001) logic selects five locations and calculates the
root mean square, whereas the original McConnell (1992) hlter used the square root
the sum.

If the mean velocity (in

meters/second) is over threshold then

of

it flags the middle

location for removal. The "correct" went through the numbers after modiffing Austin's

filter to the "correct" version of the McConnell filter allows bss data to pass the filter (4.
Lewis unpubl. dafa2007). Austin's method allows more data to pass through

In the end, results of

Sstage filter were discounted and the original subset

of

guaranteed-onlys ARGOS@ uplink messages provided the four-year estuary sample size

of 6lS locations (Table iI.l).

1I.3.2 Aerial Surveys
Aerial surveys (N:24) were conducted in the Nelson River estuaryduring the
sulrfirers of 2003 and 2005. Surveys dates ranged from July 29th to August l3tl'
(Bernhardt 2004). Eighteen of the 24 aerial surueys coincided with radio-tag deployments

for the summers of 2003 and 2005 (table II.2). The surveys included the NelsonRiver
fiorn Porl Nelson to 40 km offshore, including regions influenced by altered flow from
the Nelson River. Strip-transect surveys were conducted at an altitude

JGuaranteed-only

ARGOS@ uplink messages have a locatior.r accuracy index

Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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using a Cessna 337 Skymaster airplane (Bemhardt 2004). The ten repeated transects were
perpendicular to shore and3.7 km aparl to account for possible repeat-counts of belugas
swim-ming across the transects, sirnilar to methods developed by Eberhardt (1978). Pre-

determined global positioning system (GPS) routes were followed to ensure consistency
across surveys. Surveys at high tide originated near-shore and progressed offshore

(Bernhardt 2004). Six of the dates had high tide surveys flown for both years (Table II.2)
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Table Ii.3; Aeria I Surveys for beluga rvhales (Delphinaptet'us Leucai) conducted in the Nelson River
Estuary for the sumrners of 2003 to 2005 and included in General Linear Model
Years

Survey Date

2003, 2005

2003, 2005
2003,2005

2003,200s
2003,

2005

3. 2005

Julian Date

2005

2003

27-July

207

Not surveyed

28-July

208

Not surveyed

29-July

209

Not surveyed

High tide survey
High tide survey
High tide survey

30-July

210

High tide survey

3l-July

2ll

High tide

l-

2t2
2t3

Hi h tide surve

214

2005

survey

Not surveyed
Not surveved
H

tide surve

Hi h tide surve

H
H

h tide surve

High tide survey

Not surveyed

Hi h tide surve

2003.2005

3-

2003, 2005

4-August

2003,2005

9-August

220

Not surveyed

High tide survey

2003,2005

I0-Ar.rgust

22t

Not surveyed

Not surveyed

2003,2005

l3-August
l4-August

224

Not surveyed

High tide survey

225

High tide survey

Not surveyed

24 Days

I

2003,2005
Total

*

I

Surveys

tide surve

13 Survevs

bordered records indicate surveys flown for both years

II.3.3 Statistical and Spatial Analyses
All

statistical analyses are from SAS@ for Windows Version 8.02, Analyze-itfor Excel@,

and the Saint Johls Univelsity Pirysics Lab online K-S test6.

6

The online K-S test is available at lriLp:,':.,i,.,,,,u,.nì¡vsrci.i:sitsiu.crlLl¡slaisilis-tosi.n.ni(lt
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II. 3.3.3 Delineating

rhe Estuary

The Nelson River estuary boundary was delineated using the beluga radio-

tracking data for 2002-2005. Any locations that fell within the study area were compared
to various physiographic, temporal, and physio logical variables. Aerial survey data for
the same defined estuaryand period were also examined for relationships to the variables.

A distributiorfree cumulative sign test(Hodges 1955) was used to determine the timing
of the beluga behavioural shift from estuary to migratory movements. The sign function
(also referred to as the Signum functionor Heaviside step function) is a discontinuous

function whose value is zero for negative argument and one for positive argument. It
extracts the sign of a real number.

It

is not reliant on the rnitial value for

l{0)

since

l/is

used as a distribution Theoretically, the value of the sign reaches an apex(s)) 7 (figure

II.1). The maximum sign test values occurred on August lOthe therefore all locations
before August lOthwere included as estuary data. Estuary-use location frequencies for

the l3 study belugas are displayed in figure II.2. D

7

The dist.ibution- free cumulative sign test was preformed using Analyze-it@ for Microsoft@ Excel@ fbr

Vy'indorvsO 2006
8

Values for the distribution-free curnulative sign test wele derived using the geographic mean of daily

median distances to the Nelson River ntouth by animal

e

10

August for non-leap years but 9 August for leap years, includirtg2004, a sampled year.
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Figure Ii.2; Nelson River beluga estuary-use defincd usiug a distribution free cumulative sign value by
mean of pooled day-of-year of daily median 'distance to river-mouth'by animal indicating the cut-off date

forestuary-uselocationsonJulian d,ay:22l,rvhichcorrespondstoAugustlOtltfornor-r-leapyears.
Distribution Free Cumulative Sign Value by Day-of-Year mean of pooled daily median
distances by deploymenl
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11.3.3.1 Observed vs. random distril:utiott

Observed locatiorrhabitat correspondence distributions were compared to random

locatiorhabitat distributions for both the radio-tracking and aerial suryey data using
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistics. The K-S test is a suitable metric and first test for
contrasting two cumulative frequency distributions and has beenapplied to similar
studies (Sokal and Rohlf

l98l;

Barber et al. 2000; Ferguson and Elkie 2005). An

attractive feature of the Kolmogorov-Snimov (K-S) statistic test is that the distribution

of

the K-S test statistic itself does not depend on the underlying cumulative distribution

function being tested.

11.3.3.1

.I

Observed vs. Random Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests; Telentetry

A random sample equal in geographic extent (the defined estuary) and size to the
observed radio-tracking beluga estuary locations

hypothesis

(Hl)

(N:618) was created to test the

that beluga locations in the Nelson River are not randomly distributed.

The corresponding random sample allows the examination of expected habitat
relationships against randomness. Cumulative frequency histograms, cousidered
continuous variables, were generated for both observed and randonrgenerated samples

including distances to various habitat features (Barber et al. 2000). 'Distance to river-

mouth'and 'distance to nearestshore'were calculated foreach'real'telemetry location
as

well as for each of the random locations. Two Kohlogorov-Smirnov tests were used,

one for each comparison of distance to the habitat feature. Distance to channel is not

included in this test due to lack of suitable bathyrnetry data for the same areas used by the
radio -tracked belugas.
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11.3.3.1.2 Observed vs. Random K-S tests;

Aerial Surveys

Methods to test for randomness differed slightly for the aerial surueys compared
to the telemetry data. Each surveyed year, 2003 and 2005, was processed separately.
Mean densities of belugas per

I

kmz for all surveys within each year were calculated.

Random densities were calculated by "shuffling the cards", retaining the observed
densities but randomizing thern spatially within the survey transects extent. 'Distance to

river-mouth','distance to nearest shore'and 'distance to channel'were calculated for the
centroid location of each

I km2 cell and then

weighted by the obserued density for that

cell. The same procedure was used for the random densities. The resulting 'distance to
habitat features weighted by observed densities' were compared to the 'distance to habitat
features weighted by random densities' using six Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, one for
each

II.

of the three weighted distance measures, for each surueyed year.

3. 3.

2 Environntental Measures

Environmental measures that may explain the pattems in locations of beluga

included l) distance to the mouth of the Nelson Riverl0, 2) distance to the nearest shore
3) distance from the nearest channelll,4) water

l0

lr
l2

deptf,

and 5) hourly tide levell2. Beluga

Selected from the Manitoba Geographic Names Program (MGNP) 2001
Extracted fi'om 2005 Manitoba Hydro bathymetry data

Hourly tides were extracted from WXTIDE32.exe version 4.0 tide predictior.r software
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information included agelsex catepry (adult male, female with calf, and juvenile).
Temporal variables included

l) year,2) Julian day, and 3) time of dayr3.

Daily median 'distance to river-mouth', and daily rnedian 'distance to shore'
values were calculated for each deployment and then pooled across years for each day-oÊ
year, using the Avenue@ extension Nearest Features Version 3.8a (2004). By considering

all years by same day-oÊyear values, the resultant estuary sfudy region encompasses
relevant data from all four sampling years. A Geographic Information System (GIS) fi'om
ESzu@ analyzed,the ARGOS@ telemetry spatial dafata.

II.

3.

3.4

Aerial Survevs
Spatial measures compared to the aerial surveys were

l)

distance to river-mouthls,

2) distance to shorer6, and 3) distance to channellT. Temporal rariables included year and
Julian day. Tide level is not included in the aerial survey analysis, as all surveys in this

t'

Ti,.,t. of Day was calculated as day quartiles, with the four parts around daily sunset, sunrise, transit, and

nridnight times and splitting them. For exanrple, for sunrise 330 am, day-quartile I starts at 330 am and
lasts 6 liours until the midday quartile starts at 930 am.
'o ESRI@ (Environmental Science Research lnstitute) software included ESRI@ ArcView O version 3.3 and
ESRI@

l5

ArcGlS O 8.3 (Copyright 1999-2002 ESRI@ Inc., Redlands, California)

Distar,ce from the mouth of the Nelson River was extracted from Manitoba Geographical Names

Toponyr.r.ric Data Layer (http://rvww.gov.mb.calialcapreg/metadata.htrnl)
ló

Distance to sl-rore refers to the distance for each aerial survey count ccntroid to the nearest slioreline

'7 Wut.r depth r.vas extracted fronl GEBCO and SRTM 90m elevation
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analysis occurred around high tide. Age and sex class are also not included in this
analysis, as they are not available from the aerial surveys.

Beluga abundance densities were calculated for the entire study area from survey
counts (every 15 seconds). The weighted total area per 1km2 for each transect was then

calculated, and weighted density estimates for each l5-second interval were calculated by

dividing the number of whales observed per l5-second interval by the area sampled
during that interval (Bernhardt 2004). Then, all surveys for each year (2003 and 2005)
were combined and mapped in a GIS. Next, distance measures for each observed group

of belugas were calculated in the GIS, including daily median'distance to river-mouth'
and daily median 'distance

to shore'.

II.4.1 Caveats and Assumptions
Here we assume that a beluga location at tirne ¡+1 is dependent on the location at
time l, within aday, Between days, negligible temporal autocorrelation is assumed since
belugas are able to change location sufficiently to consider median daily locations
independent. Using a consen¡ative mean travel rate

of I m/s,

a beluga can travel 84.6 km

in a day. Since the Nelson fuver estuary measures approximately 60 km offshore by 75
km on each side of the Nelson River, it assumed that an adult beluga could enter or exit
the estuary between days. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test only applies to

continuors distributions (which these are). The K-S test also tends to be more sensitive
near the center of the distribution than at the tails. The basic statistical assumption

underlying the least-squares (LS) approach to the general linear model (GLM) is that the
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observed values of each dependent variable can be written as the surn of two pafis: a

fixed component, ??ß which is a linear function of the independent coefficients, and
random noise, or error, component e:

a

.

11.4.LI Potential for Individual Variabilitv
Studies of this species at higher latitudes have demonstrated that there is relatively

little behavioural variation between belugas in a particular population (Martin et al. 1998;
Martin and Smith 1999). This evidence is relevant conceming statements nade about the
Iife history of Western Hudson Bay belugas, based on our relatively srnall sample size
but Martin and Smith (1999) maybe drawing premature conclusions since their analyses
were also based on radio-tracking and aerial sun¿ey dara.

II.4 RESULTS
II.4. 1 HABITAT SELECTION
Considering the four sample years, August lOthmarked the change from estuarine
occupation behaviour to more migratory-like behaviour. Within this estuarial period, and
resultant physical region, the belugas responded to the change in inter-annual water
levels. During 2005, a wet year, the central location of the belugas was approximately

l2

km farlher away from the Nelson River entrance, compared to the drier years of 20022004. Beluga nlovements along the coast within or outside the defined estuary however,
revealed no difference related to a change in water level.
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II.4.l.l

Telemetry

II.4.l.l.l

Kolmogorov-Sntirnov (K-S) Test Results of the Distance Measures

Beluga-habitat associations based on the radio-tracking data for 2002-2005 were
not random because results for the two Kolmogorov-Smimov tests for distance to rivernroutlr (D:0.2184, P:0.000) and distance to nearest shore (D:0. 1893, P:0.000) features
rejected (H0) that the two distributions are from the same parent distribution, at the 99tl'
percentile confidence level (table II.3). Habitat selection for the 14 radio-tracked belugas
was significantly different from random.
Table II.4; Nelson River estuary telemetry data (2002-2005): Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test
probability plot of observed vs. random locations measuring 'distance to river-mouth'

K-S tests for observed vs. random locations (n:618)
for distance to habitat feature
Distance to river-mouth (km)
Distance to nearest shore (km)

x

DP
0.2184
0. 1893

re

sults; Log

0.000*
0.000x

Reject H0 that the two distributions are from the same parent distr.ibution

!
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Note: the solid line represenß the observed data and the dash line is the random data

Figure II.5; Nelson Rivcr estuary telcnretry data (2002-2005): Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) results;
Log probability plot of observed vs. randomlocations measuring'distance to nearest shore'
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Figure II.6; Nelson River estuary study with beluga locations (N:13, Number of beluga locations
using a bounding polygon for locations before Aug 1Oth (Aug 9th for 2004, a leap year)
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11.4.I .I

.2 The Shape of the Estuat-v
The study area, as delineated by the radio-tracking data, measures approximately

5185 km2 including roughly 150 km of the south eastem Hudson Bay shoreline and

extending approximately 60 krn offshore from the entrance to the Nelson River (fîgure

IL6). Belugas used the estuarine study area tluough September 9tl', although results of the
sign test show an overall change in beluga movement behaviour starting on August lOtl'.

Locations prior to August lOth include approximately four weeks of data for each of the
tl.u'ee years

of 2003-2005. However, 2002 data is for only three weeks before August

lOthand only by one whale. week 2 (2r JuIy-Z7 July) and week 3 (28 July-3 Aug) are
best represented by number of beluga locations within the estuary. Inter-annual capturedate variability caused low location frequency in the estuary for week
because some belugas were not capfured until after week

I

I

(14 July-2O July)

(Table IL2). None of the

tagged belugas were recorded again in the direct vicinity of the captures. This evidence is

contrary to observations of other belugas in the Nelson River estuary (and possibly other
esluaries having belugas) based on in situ observations,

11.4.1.1.3 Radio-Telemetrv Taggins: A Summary)

of the First Two'tl/eeks

The initial movements of eight of the tagged whales out of the estuary for an

initial period of 4-8 days may be due to the disturbance of capturing them. Tagged
belugas had only one or lwo visits per whale for the area near Port Nelsoq on the north
shore of the inner esfuary. Beluga locations

(N:14) for the filst week after release show

five whales moving nofth along the west coast of Hudson Bay for less than a week ard
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then returning to the estuary, 40-60 km offshore where large densities of belugas were
observed by aerial surveysls lFigure II.5) (Bernhardt 2004). Three tagged belugas moved
east along the south shore of the estuary and then past the mouth

of the Hayes River to

rnidway to the Ontario border. The other six belugas moved into the outer estuary, 30-60

km offshore and showed no directed movements.

11.4.I .1.4

Beluqa Movements Relative to Environment

Three General Linear Models (GLM) tested for relationships between dependent
variables 'distance to river-mouth', 'distance to shore', and 'distance to channel', relative

to six independent environmental variables. Year differences were observed in 'distance
to the river-mouth' with 2005 having greater distances when compared to 2002-2004.

GLM results also show a relationship between year and'distance to channel'. No
significant relationship exists however, for year and 'distance to shore'. A post hoc
Tukey's (HSD) Comparison of Means test was performed within each GLM. A detailed
description of results follows.

11.4.1.5 Results of Statistics

for

'distance to river-mouth'

Year differences in 'distance to the river-mouth' are due to 2005 having greater
distances than 2003 and2004. However, all of the other included variables included in
the GLM reveal a sigriificar,t relationship to 'distance to shore' with the exception of time

'8

Wll"r.N=14

belugas, this includes all Wildlife Computers Inc. STi6, Splash, and SPOT2 radio-

trausmitters
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of day (expressed

as day-quaftile). These results need

to be interpreted due to inter-

corelations among variables confusing relevance to beluga ecology. As belugas rnove
away from shore, depthpresumably increases. Sirnilarly, as tide changes, distance fi'om
shore changes as belugas rnove inshore. Higher water levels on a rising tide allow the
belugas to travel closer to shore along the coast, where higher freshwater inflows are

notl

existent. Time of day also had minimal effect on the coastal movementsle of the belugas
related to'distance from shore'.
Table II.5; GLM Results for 2002-2005 Nelson River estuary beluga whale radio-tracking data, using the
deper-rdent variable, Distance to river-mouth (in km)
Distance to river-mouth

0.744

(ln kn)

40.5

23.2

5'7.3

DF

Type III

MS

F Value

Pr>F

Year

J

30068. l 862

10022.73

Julian day

2'7

39593.6 l 5

t466.43

<.0001
<.0001

Day quaftile

J

3t'7.6735

r

Tide level (in n'reters)

234

226500.2t89

961 .9497

Age/Sex

2

34025.0649

170t2.53

Model

298

s92583.4592

I

t8.65
2.73
0.2
L8
3 I .65
3.7

Error

379

203'10s.2881

537.481

SS

05.89

l2

988.535

0.8984

<.0001
<. 0001
<.0001

Results for Tukey's HSD cornparison of means for 'distance to river-mouth' also

indicate a significant difference when comparing 2005 to 2002-2004, but not in
comparisons arnong the years of 2002-2004.

le

Coastal movements refers to the movements of belugas while outside the mixing zone but still within the

defined estuary linrits, as tested using the distance to the nearest shoreline
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Table II.6; Tukey's Studentizcd Range (HSD) test for 2002-2005 Nelson River estuary beluga rvhale radiotracking data and dependent variable Distance to river-mouth (in km), where Alpha : .05, and table values
are LS means
Year

2002

2003

200s

5.99

3.803

16.876*

6.686

20.047*

1.92t

22.t'76*

4.08

-5.929* -8.I I9*
-5.259*
Denotes a sigr-rifrcant difference ln means

IL4.l.6 Restilts of Stati.stics for 'distance to shore'
Results of the General Linear Model (GLM) for 'distance to shore' do not differ
among years (Table II.5). Both tide level and depth, however, reveala significant

relationship to the 'distance to shore' measures. When belugas rnove away from shore,
depth generally increases, as is shown in the 2006 Manitoba Hydro bathymetry layer
(figure \.4)to. Similarly, as tide changes, distance from shore changes, as belugas move
along the coast. Time of day also had minimal effect on distance fi'om shore. The three
distance measures, distance to the river-mouth, distance to the nearest shore, and distance

to channel did not show a relationship with time of day. Implications of these
relationships are expanded upon in section II.5 Discussion.

20

The Nelson River estuary is generally very sl.rallorv and flat. Any analysis using depth is linlited to

SRTM 90m data and GEBCO bathymetry data, which shorv very lir.nited increase in water deptli rvith
increased distance from shore. More accurate bathymetry data is now (2006) available from Manitoba

Hydro but has Iimited extent.
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Table ll.7; GLM Results for 2002*2005 Nelson River estuary beluga rvhale radio-tracking data and the
dependent variable. 'distance to sho¡'e' (in km)

Snrrnrnd Fnnr

20.00220

0.816351

2.693501

I

Pr>F

MS

DF

I

13.46602

Year

3

29.574812

9.85827 I

1.36

0.2550

Julian day

27

444.452932

t6.46t220

2.27

0.0004

Day quarlile

3

14.t5223t

4.'717410

0.65

0.5832

Tide level (in meters)

234

3435.135846

l

4.680068

2.02

<.0001

Age/Sex

2

32.233653

16.1t6827

2.22

0. l 099

Model

298

l

65.39856

9.0

<.0001

Error

379

2749.62483

9488.77086

r

1.25495

Results of the Tukey's HSD comparison of means test for 'distance to shore' do

not provide a clear pattern of difference between the wet and dry years, however select
years do differ significantly (table II.6)
Table II.8; Tukey's Studentized Range (HSD) test for 2002-2005 Nelson River estuary beluga whale radiotracking data and depender.rt variable Distance to shore (in km), whele Alpha: 0.05, and table values are

LS means
Year

2003
0.3

153

-2.0573*

0.1521

t.5227

3.8890*

-0.5968*

3.3971 *

l'9465* I.488I

2.518t*
15.148*

*Denotes a signifrcant difference in nteans

Kernel Probability Density Estimation (PDE) utilization distributions for the wet
year (2005) and the dry years (2002-2004) show a difference in geometric mean

of

median daily locations of belugas of 7 .46 kni farther frour the Nelson River mouth. The
distance separating the geometric means between wet and dry years

is

14.3

km

(see

Figure II.7, legend for details). See the Appendix of this thesis section V . 2.1 'Kemel
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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Probability Density Estimation (PDE) Metirods' for more details on the application of
Kemel PDE methods to derive utilization distributions for these telemetry data.
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Figure II.7; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data utilization distributionsbased on Kcrnel PDE nrethods
for tlre yeals of2003-2004, and 2005.
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II.4.2 Aerial Surveys
IL4.2.l Kolntoqorov-Sntit'nov (K-S\ test results of the Distance Measures
Aerial Survevs: 2003
Beluga habitat use for 2003 based on the aerial survey densities was likely not
randon-l because results for two of three Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, distance to nearest

shore (D:0.0812, P:0.003) and distance to channel (D:0.0942, P:0.000) rejecred (H0)
that the two distributions are from the same parent distribution, at the 99th percentile

confidence level (table II.9). K-S test results for distance to river-mouth (D:0.0401,

P:0.392), however, did not reject (H0). These results require interpretation as the highest
densities for 2003 appear to be fairly constant in a direction straight out from the river

mouth, following the chamrel closely. This closeness to random distribution however, is
not observed for the 2005 survey densities.

Table II.9; Nelson River estuary aerial surveys 2003: Kolmogorov-Smirnov comparisons of distance to
habitat features weighted by density: Probability plot ofobserved vs. random densities
2003 Aerial Surveys; K-S tests
vs. random densities (n:6 I 8)

fol

observed

for weighted distance to habitat feature

DP

Distance to liver-rnouth (km)

0.040r

0.392.

0.0812
0.0942

0.003*
0.000*

Distance to nearest shore (km)
Distance to nearest channel (km)

*

Reject H0 that the trvo distributions are from the same pareut distribution at the 99tr'percentile
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Figure IL8; Nelson River aerial surveys 2003: Kolmogorov-Smirnov comparison distance to nearestshore
rveighted by observed density vs. distance to rìearest shore weightcd by randonr density probability curves
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Figure II.8; Nelson River aerial surveys 2003: Kolmogorov-Smirnov comparison distance to uearestshore
weighted by observed density vs. distance to nearest shore weighted by randonr density probability curves
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Aerial Survevsl 2005
Beluga habitat use for 2005 based on the aerial surey densities was likely not
random because results for two of tfuee Kohnogorov-Smirnov tests, distance to river
mouth (D:0.1071, P:0.000) and disrance ro nearesr shore (D:0.5696,p:0.000) rejecred
(H0) that the two distributions are from the same parent distributiorl at the 99tl' percentile
confidence level (table Ii.3). K-s test results for distance to channel (D:0.0501,
P=0.159), however, did not reject (H0).
Table II.10; Nelson River estuary aerial surveys 2005: Kolmogorov-Smirnov comparisons of distance to
habitat features weighted by density (random and observed)
2005 Aerial Surveys; K-S tests for observed
vs. random densities (n:61 8)
for weighted distance to habitat feature
Distance to river-mouth (km)
Distance to nearest shore (krn)
Distance to nearest channel (km)

* Reject H0 that the fwo distributions

p
D
0.1071 0.000*
0.5696 0.000*
0.0501 0.159

are from the same parent distribution at the 99il'percentile
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Figure ll.l I ; Nelson lliver aerial surveys 200 5: Kolmogorov-Smirnov comparison distance to river-nloutl.ì
rveighted by observed density vs. distance toriver-nouth rveiglited by rar.rdom density probability curves
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Figure II.12;Nelson River aerial surveys 2005: Kolmogorov-Srnirnov comparison distance to nearestslrore
weiglited by observed density vs. distance to nearest shore weighted by random density probability culves
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Figure II. l3, Ne lson River aerial surveys 200 5: Kolmogorov-Smimov comparis on distance to channel
weighted by observed density vs. distance to cliannel wcighted by randor.n density probability curves
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Note: the solid line represellts the observed data aud the dash line is the randorn data

Mapped beluga aerial survey densities (Figure II.4) are visually similar to the

Kernel Probability Density Estimation (PDE) regiorls derived from the 2002-2005
telemetry data for the same extent within the estuary (figure II.7). The aerial suruey
densities show belugas remaining farther out in the estuary during the wet year of 2005

(Figure IL14; bottom pane) compared to the drier year of 2003 (Figure iI.14; top pane).
The size of the survey extent, and the large proportion of beluga telemetry data that fall
beyond that extent limit any comparison between the aerial survey data and the telemetry
data. Beluga-use densities for near-shore regions along the norlh shore

of the estuary are

higher for 2005. This may be due to increased availability of near-shore habitat, resulting

from increased freshwater levels. Overall, it appears that more belugas used the Nelson

fuver estuary in the area sulveyed during 2005, based on the relative density surfaces
created using the 2003, and 2005 survey counts of belugas, and personal communications
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Figure ILl4; Aerial survey beluga densities (in belugas per km2) for dry year (2003) and
with inset of random densities generated for the K-S tests

a wet year

(2005)
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Aerial Survey Data Contpared to Envit"onntent

11.4.2.I

The extent of the aerial survey data within the defined estuary had an area
1301.3 km2 extending approximalely 66 km east of Port

of

Nelson This is approximately

half of the study area defhed by the radio-tracking data, which extended east
approximately 132 km from Port Nelsorl with and area of 5185.4

ht'.

The aerial suryey data dependent variable was firean density of belugas pre 1km2.
Results show a significant relationship for year and distance to river.mouth, similar

results for the radio tracking data. 'Day of year' was also significant but 'distance to
shore' was not. No 'distance to channel' comparison is made between the radio-telemetry
and aerial survey data due

to lack of accurate chamel data (based on bathymetry) for the

whole defined estuary (table II.l l).
Table ll. 1l; GLM Results for 2003 and 2005 Nelson River estuary beluga whale aerial sulvey counts and
deper.rdent variable, Density (in Belugas per k#¡

Survey der.rsity (in belugas per square kilometre)
Coefficient Root Mean
R-Square
0.1

of Variance

122.2537

34588

Class

red

Type

Year
Day of Year

Error

7.122229

III

Mean
5.82s77 6

Value

MS

F

I

96.59

96.s9

l6

20565.4

12

9.09
3.31
0.31
4.14
1.17

Distance to Shore
I
887.67
Distance to River-mouth I
26.1 8
Distance to Channel I
14843.6
*denotes significance at 95tn percentile

SS

85.3

887.67
26.18
14843.6

Pr>F
0.0026*
0.0017*
0.5804

0.0429*
0.2199

Aerial survey count densities for the wetter year of 2005 reveal a stronger
association with the channel during the dry year. The drier year of 2003 indicates a
greater overall beluga-use of the inner estuary, including all habitats from approximately

0-23 km out into the estuary. At 23 km offshore, densities for both survey years are
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equal. Beyond 23 kr:n frorn the river-mouth, extending to the 66 km limit, higher densities

exist for 2005. This inter-annual difference in beluga habitat-use within the estuary may
be due to the increase in water levels. The wefter year of 2005 also revealed higher
densities of belugas farther out (30-50 km) from PortNelson(hgure II.4) (W. Bernhardt,

North South Environmental Consulting, winnipeg, Manitoba, pers. cornm. 2006). A
linear regression shows differences in beluga densities when compared to distance fi'om
Port Nelsonfor the aerial surveyed years of 2003 and 2005. The log transformed

polynomial quadratic equation had a higher R2 value compared to the linear equation.
Table IL12 lists

tl-re

quadratic and linear equations for'distance to river-mouth',

compared to beluga whale densities for each of the two aerial surveyed years, 2003 and

2005.

Figure IL 1 5; Log transformed linear regression for Nelson Ri-ver estuary beluga aerial survey counts forthe
years of2003 and 2005 in mean densities of belugaspre lkmr, compared to'distance to river-mouth'.
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Table II.l2; Aerial Surveys 'distance to river-rnouth' vs. beluga whale density for the Nelson River estuary
aerial surveys flown in the suntnrers of2003 and 2005, where * indicatesthe highest R2value

Year

Equation

2003
2003
2005
2005

Linear
Polynomial
Li¡rear
Polynomial

Type

Linear Regression Equation

Y

: -0.0434x + 6.8jj4

Y:-0.002t'

+ 0.0823x +

Y =-0.119x +

R2

0.0842

5.5575

8.7017

y : -0.00091 - 0.064ix + 8.t252
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II.5 DISCUSSION
Considering 2005 (wet

par)

and 2002-2004 (dry years), along with

physiographic and temporal variables, the

l3

sampled belugas were farther out in the

estuary during 2005. Distance to shore, however reflects no significant relationship to

year, suggesting that inter-annual changes in water levels do not affect beluga movements
along the coast. Only when belugas reach the areas of fresh water inflow do they
demonstrate a measured response by changing their behaviour.
The defined estuary study area is similar in shape, but larger than, the surhcial
freshwater plume and mixing zone of the Nelson fuver-Hudson Bay interface for two

example LANDSAT images, including one from the dry year (10 Sept, 2004) and one

tom

the wet year (13 July 2005) (frgure II.16, figure

II.l7).

There does appear to be

more fresh water flow in the 2005 LANDSAT image although this observation is limited
at best, considering the Hydrology of the Nelson River estuary is very complex and

highly variable even within oræ tidal cycle (Mundy and Sydor 2006; Mundy et a\.2006;
McCullough et al. 2006). For more details on the hydrotogy of the Nelson River estuary
see htiì.1:.'rrvrvr.v.¿r"cti-cncr-r.rlaval.c¿rr'¡rd17¡\Sh4t:rlksr'i\4undv_/t¿ØJllij'(Mundy

and Sydor

2006)
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Figure II.16 LANDSAT image of the Nelson River Estuary for September lOth, 2004

Figure

II.l7 LANDSAT

image of the Nelson River Estuary for July l3th, 2005

Image sorrrce: USGS
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During drier lears (2002-2004), the freshwater plume was, ol1 average, closer to
the river-mouth, as were the belugas. During welter years (2005), the reverse is true. This
suggests that the belugas preferred the fresþsaltwater mixing zones to the higher fresh

water leræls by remaining farther offshore. Water level variations however, appear to
have no effect on beluga movements up and down the coast while they are still within the
designated estuary study region. The effect of change in water level appears to be isolated

to regions located near the fresþsaltwater mixing zone. This suggests that the fresh water
outflow from the Nelson River is influencing the locations of belugas here. A cornparison

of these findings is difficult because no research of this type exists for other beluga
populations.
Concerns have been raised about the effects of industrial development, and in

pafticular, the potential effects of hydroelectric dams on belugas, and the ecosystems they
inhabit (Lawrence et al 1990; Sergeant 1975;Lawrence et al 1990; Gosselin 2002;
COSEWIC 2004). Belugas in the St. Lawrence River now occupy a small part of their
fonrrer range (Vladykov 1944; Reeves and Mitchell 1984). Previously, there were
possibly two populations of belugas there, one centered on the Saguenay fuver and the
otlrer on the Manicouagan River (Vladykov 1944; Sergeanl r975; Kingsley 2002). The
Manicouagan River population was hunted heavily (Laurin 1982) and the damming of the

river could have resulted in the disappearance of this population (Sergeant 1975;
COSEWIC 2004). Conversely, Sergeant (1975) also speculated that reduced flow of the

ChurchillRiver from Hydroelectric development would reduce the population of belugas
using the Churchill River estuary. There is no evidence to support this claim, and the
population size of belugas using the Churchill River estuary appears to be stable. The
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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unconected estimate of belugas in the ChurchillSeal and Nelson areas (27,200) in 2004
is similar to the number (25,100) estimated in 1987, suggesting that this population has

not experienced a detectable change in recent decades (Richard 2004).
Given the great potential for change of ñ'eshwater flow into Hudson Bay, more
research is required to determine the effects of freshwater on belugas. Do belugas require
freshwater? Do other variables such as shelter draw belugas to estuaries?
a requirement for belugas then interference

If freshwater

with natural freshwater flows rnay be

is

a

potential problem, for beluga whales in Hudson Bay.

II.5.l.l

Telemenry

Considering2005 (wet year) and 2002,2003, and2004 (dry years) the 13 tagged
belugas were fafther out in the estuary during 2005. This effect was obseryed for belugas

in the fresh water or mixed portions of the estuary, and related to the main channels.
Beluga coastal movements2l, howeve., imply no difference between tire wet and dry
years. The GLM results for the telemetry data also suggest no relationship between tirne

of day and any of the three dependent distance measures. This suggests that other
influences, such as tide, weather, or disturbances have a greater influence on the locations

of belugas in the Nelson River estuary. Similar results exist for other studies. In Cook
Inlet, Alaska, no clear relationship between a single factor and beluga distribution was
apparent; however, tide, water depth, and temperature were suggested as influences on

2l

Coastal movements refers to the nroverrents of belugas while outside the mixing zone but still within the

defined estuary limits, as tested using the distance to tlte rlearest shoreline
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beluga distribution near the river deltas (Moore et a\.2001).In Russian waters during

high spring tides, prey availability presumably motivates the coastal movements22 of
belugas into rivers (Kleinenberget al. 1969). These examples illustrate the argument that
separate beluga populations may enter estuaries for different reasons.

For this study, each animal location within the estuary includes the respective tide
level value. Table I1.12 illustrates a signifìcant correlation between tide and'distance to

river-mouth'. Tide was not included in the GLM analysis, because animal locations for
this analysis were pooled by day to account for autocorelation.

IL5.l.l.I

Distance to Nelson River Vs Tide

Table II.l3; Pearson Correlation Coefficient for Distance to River-mouth (in km) and Tide Level (in
tureters), number of observations = 683

Nelson River estuary:
pearson conelation coeff,rcient for distance to
mouth (rn krn) and tide
Distance to River-mouth (rn km)

level

Tide Level (in rneters)

II.

5.

I .2

river-

Distance to
mouth (in

Riverkrn)

Tide Level (in
meters)

I
-0.07231,0.0587
-0.07237,0.0587 I

Aerial Stu'vevs
For the aerial surveys, 'year' and 'distance to river-mouth'were correlated.

A

log

transformed linear regression fìt to 'distance to river-mouth' vs. 'density' indicates higher
densities close to the river-mouth within

0-22krn (Figure II.l5). Although aerial surveys

recorded belugas upstream of Port Nelson, no radio-tracking data were recorded there.
For the purposes ofthese analyses, any aerial survey densities recorded farlher upstream
tlran Port Nelson had "distance to river-mouth" values set equal to zero. From22 km to
the 66 km outer extent

of the surveys, beluga densities for the year of 2005 are
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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significantly higher than for the years of 2003-2004. The maximum distance from Port
Nelsonmeasured for all surueys was 66 km, which lies in an East direction near the
shallow flats located northeast of the mouth of the Hayes River. The radio-tracking data
however, illustrates that belugas were fafther offshore in a nofth direction than the
coverage of the aerial surveys. The smaller extent of the aerial surveys, relative to the

defined estuary, is a limitation of this analysis.

Finally, estuary-use is common to most beluga populations so these methods are
applicable when testing for temporal variations in the locations of belugas in other
estuaries, even though much research suggests results

will

vary.

II.5.2 Shape of Nelson River Estuary
Like most estuaries, the Nelson River estuary is constantly expanding and
contracting as freshwater flows from upstream and saltwater circulates with the tide

(Baker 1989). The shape of the estuarine study area, as defined by the beluga radiotracking data, shows alarger region than is visible through satellite imagery of the
surface plume of fresh water.

It is also much larger than the extent of the aerial surveys.

Thus, the aerial survey densities are not able to reinforce findings from the telemetry data

for the region extending fi'om the aerial survey limit (66 km) to the extent of the
telemetry-defined estuary (134 km). The choice to use a bounding polygon around the
beluga location data to delineate the estuary is a conservative measure. Convex polygons
or other rnethods of encircling the telemetry locations often include regions outside

of

recorded animal locations, potentially overstating the study area. The esfuary delineation
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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methods show that the estuary, as belugas use it, extends farther out than is visible fi'om
the MODIS irnagery of the same period. This may be due to the stratification of the fresh
and saltwater, where fresh water is less dense and travels along the surface. The highest

densities of belugas exist beyond the surficialrnixing line, suggesting that belugas in the

Nelson River may not use the fresh water zone of the estuary as often as seen in other
estuaries such as

Millut Bay or the Mackenzie River.

The larger size of the estuary also has management implications. With regions
extending almost 150 kilometers along the Hudson Bay coast, the definition of the
estuary as a beluga habitat must reflect the evidence. For beluga management, the estuary

includes the eastem shore of the Nelson Estuary-past the entrance to the Hayes River
estuary as well as regions extending north along the western shore of Hudson Bay past
the Nelson Shoal and

Owl River entrance to Alapapoo Bay. The coastal region extending

north of Alapapoo Bay (figure V.4) to Cape Churchill is not included in our study area.
For management purposes however, it should still be considered critical Western Hudson
Bay beluga habitat. The 2002-2005 radio-tracking data revealed this as the main

migration route ñr belugas migrating between the NelsonRiver esfuary and the Churchill
River esfuary and then to Hudson Strait.
The shape of the estuarine study area defined for this study is comparable to the
2004 DFO aerial suruey extent22 but much larger than the 2003 and 2005 Nelson

"

Th"2004 aerial surveys rvere conducted by Pierre Richard of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DÞ-O)
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surveys23. Regiors included in the estuarine sfudy area but not in the 2003 and 2005

surveys include the westem stratum, located offshore of the Churchill/Seal and the
eastern stratum along the Hudson Bay coast of Ontario. The 2004 surveys include the
coastal region from Cape Henrietta Maria, on the Ontario coast of Hudson Bay, up the
v/est coast of Hudson Bay, along the Manitoba coast to Thiewiaza, Nunal'ut.

23

Th" 2003 and 2005 aerial surveys rvere conducted by Warren Bernhardt of Northsouth Consulting, under

contract to Manitoba Hydro
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Figu¡e II.1 8; Nelson River estuary boundary (using beluga radio+racking data2002-2005), Fisherics and
Oceans Canada aerial survey extent (2004), and the Manitoba Hydro / NorthSouth Consulting aerial survey
(2003, 2005) extent
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II.5.3 Data Limitations
Given the large number of belugas using this estuaryy'a (Richard 2005),

a

generalizalron from four years of telemetry data and two years of aerial survey is

insufficient to examine the nuances of beluga-use of this region. Nevertheless, some
conclusions about Western Hudson Bay belugas can be drawn here since belugas at
higher latitudes have demonstrated that there is relatively linle behavioural variation
between belugas in a parlicular population (Martin et

al. 1998; Martin and Srnith 1999).

The large number of belugas using the Nelson River estuary, along with the
potential for mixing between or within Hudson Bay beluga stocks (de Marchet a\.2002)
may also complicate short-term measurements of population change for this stock.
Ungava Bay belugas, for example, exist in such low numbers25 lsmith and Hammill

1986;Kingsley2000; Gosselin 2002) that an obseryation of an additional 100 belugas
there would be noticeable. An increase

of

100 belugas using the

NelsonRiver estuary,

however, likely would go undetected, given current survey methods.
The relative strength of this study lies in its dual data-fype methods and the
objective method used to delineate the estuary boundary. These two data-types allowed
results from analyses of the radio-tracking data to confirm findings from the aerial survey
methods, and visa-versa. The consistency of results across the sarnples allows confidence

tirat the principal conclusions of this sfudy are valid. Moreover, estuary-use is common to

2a

The2004 uncorrected estimate (i.e.: belugas observed near the surface) in the Churchill-Seal anclNelson

areas

25

of27,200 is close to the 1987 estin.rate of25,100).

This stock may be extirpated. Surveys of this region since i985 have found no whales.
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most beluga populations so this model may be an applicable test for temporal variations

in beluga behaviour in other esluaries.
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CHAPTER III: A REVIEW OF BELUGA WHALE
(Delphinapterus Leucas) ESTUARY USE HYPOTHESES

III.1 ABSTRACT
Beluga whales (Delphinapterus Leucas) (Pallas 1776) are well studied, but their seasonal
use

of estuaries is still a topic of speculation and misunderstanding. This study reviews

the altemative hypotheses for beluga estuary-use. During sumner months, belugas living

in regions of seasonal ice coverage congregate in estuaries. Most beluga populations have
a similar behaviour, using estuaries during summer and moving offshore

in fall and

winter. Beluga estuary-use hypotheses include feeding, calving, moulting, avoiding killer
wlrales (Orcinus orca), avoiding humans, thermal advantage, and phylogenetic inertia.
These hypotheses may not be mutually exclusive and may vary with geography and
across populations. Past research on this topic has lacked ecological context, often

describing the proximate but not ultimate cause(s) for beluga estuarine occupation.

Moreover, the imporlance of freshwater to belugas is both understated and overstated,
among beluga researchers. Reviewing the hypotheses is a first step in objectively
answering the over'-arching question of why most belugas use esfuaries every summer,
and contributes to scientific knowledge and management

of the species.
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III.2 NTRODUCTION
This research reviews the alternative hypotheses for beluga whale
(Delphinapterus Leucas) summer estuarine occupation, using a 'weight of evidence'
approach It is not known precisely why belugas use estuaries but estuary occupation is
not commorl among cetacean species. The Pacific white-sided dolphin (Lagenorlrynclrus
obliqttidens), for example, frequents near-shore waters during winter and spring and

Íroves offshore durÌng summer and fall. Beluga whale estuary-use hypotheses include
feeding (Kleinenberget al. 1969;Seaman and Burns 1981; Seamanet al. 1982), calving
(Sergeant and Brodie 1969; Sergeanll9T3; Fraker et
St. Aubin et

al. 1979), moulting (Finley i982;

al. 1990), avoiding killer whales Orcínus orca (Brodie l97I), avoiding

humans, and phylogenetic inertia (W. Doidge, Makivik Corporation, Montreal, Quebec,
pers. comm. 2005). Each beluga estuary-use hypothesis is discussed below and related to

related to the general provisions of estuaries, including warm water, shallow water,
shelter from wind and waves, bottom fype, air temperature, and shelter from ocean

curents. Understanding why belugas use estuaries every sumlrer contributes to the
scientific knowledge and management of the species.

III.l

MOULTINIG

Belugas are subject to a seasonal skin moult during summer months.

In ice-free

regions they are often present in esfuaries, including the Nelson River estuary, while they
are moulting (Finley 1982; St. Aubin et

belugas.

Killer Whales

al. 1990). Within cetacea, moulting is unique to

are the only other odontocete k-nown to seek out specific regions

for rubbing (Condy 1978; Ford 1988). Some pinnipeds may haul out during summer to
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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allow the ir skin to reach a suitable temperature (- l5 Celsius) for epidermal growth and
hair replacement. (Feltz and Fay 1966). This temperalure is within the range found in
estuaries used by belugas. Below

I discuss characteristics of estuaries that rnay be

conducive to beluga moulting.

ilI.l.l Warm Waterfor Moulting Belugas
Moulting belugas may choose estuaries to initiate or promote moulting. The weight
of evidence for this hypothesis is positive. During summer months, most belugas seek out
warmer and often brackishwater near the mouths of rivers. The removal of dead skin and
rapid growth of new skin cells takes place when belugas occupy the wann estuaries (St.

Aubin et al. 1990). The seasonality of this behaviour may be a particular feature of
Hudson Bay and Eastern Baffin Island belugas. It is not clear that the moult is as seasonal

in tlre St. Lawrence estuary (Richard et al. 2002). Belugas have been observed rolling on
tire nruddy or gravel river bottom (Finley 1982; Finely et

al. 1978; Richard

et a\.2002),

possibly to help remove dead skin. This behaviour was observed for all age classes
(Richard et a\.2002). Such behavioural evidence however, is limited by its inability to
reveal any motivations for estuarial occupation. Belugas may take advantage of the
provisions of the estuary, including any available rough surfaces, but motivations for
estuary-use are still unexplained. Sonre belugas do not use estuaries-particularly

populations that have year-round access to sea-ice. For these belugas, evidence

of

moulting or rubbing behaviour is lacking. This lack of ecological context is a problem
when attempting to examine moulting as a reason for beluga estuary-use. Thus, belugas
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may not require estuaries to moult but are observed moulting while in estuariesprobably because that is where they are often observed, and estuaries offer relative safety

during a potential time of vulnerability.

IIl.l.2

Shallow Water for Moulting Belugas

Belugas may prefer shallow estuaries during their moult. With the exception

of

glacier-fed estuaries, most shallow water estuaries are warrner. But, the shallow water
estuaries such as the Nelson and Churchill River estuaries, and

of

Millut Bay may also

provide safety from attacks by killer whales during this time of vulnerability (see section
III.5.3 Predator avoidance; killer whales). No evidence sightings of killer whales exist for
the Nelson River estuary region but sightings farlher nofth near the Churchill River

estuary and Repulse Bay are more frequent in recent years (table
of

I.l). Historic

sightings

killer whales also exist for Cumberland Sound (Baird 1999). Predator distribution

often dictates prey species distribution (Sergeant et al. I975). The absence of killer
whales in the Nelson River suggests that belugas may congregate here because there are

no killer whales.
Harwood et al. (1992) speculate that the occurrence of beluga in the shallow waters
(2-meter isobaths) of Shallow bay and west Mackenzie bay rnay relate to feeding or
suitable substrate for rubbing. Rubbing is not documented for these areas as it is for other
estuaries in Hudson Bay (St. Aubin et

al. 1990) and the High Arctic (Smither al.

1992).

Smith et al. no|ed however, that belugas in the high arctic rubbed in both shallow and
deeper water, commonly divirig to 2-4 meters.
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III.1.3 Bottom Type for Moulting Belugas
Belugas have been observed digging in estuary sediment, which may help rid tlæm

of old skin, allowing new skin to form(Finley 1982; Finely et al. 1978; St. Aubin

e/¿zl.

1990; Richard et a|.2002). Evidence for this hypothesis is inconclusive. Individuals

roll

on the muddy or rocky bottoms at the mouth of river channels, which have strong
currents.

AII

age classes appear to engage in this behaviour (Richard et a\.2002).

In Cumberland Sound, geologic data suggest limited differences in substrate
between

Buf'

Millut Bay'6

and other less frequented estuaries such as Nettilling Fiord or Shark

. Cumberland Sound bottom type is generally composed

of sedimentary rock but

porlions of Millut Bay also have large boulder fields28.
Other whale species that do not undergo a seasonal moult have also been observed
rubbing on sand and gravelbottoms. Killer whales sometimes rub against a hard surface
or against other whales. This behaviour might comfort them or remove dead skin. Some

26

Tl,e bulk of the Cumberland Sound beluga population summers in Clearwater Fiord, in Millut Bay near

the nlouth of the Ranger River (figure i.6)
27

Substrate nleasurerrents are based on surficial gcology fronr the Nunavut Geoscience Sampler in

Compact Disk@ forrnat , frorn the Nunavut Geoscier.rce Office, Canada,2004.

'8

Durufrom Canada Nunavut Geoscience Olfice 2004 and J. Orr, Departrnent of Fisheries and Oceans,

Canada-, Winnipeg, pers. comm. 2004).
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rock rubbing areas may also be important socially for killer whales (Hoyt 1990, Baird
1999; Rendell and Whitehead 2001).

III.1.4 Air Temperature / Sunlight for Moulting Belugas
In Cumberland Sound, the arrival of belugas summering coincides with the start of
the effective growing season The effective growing season included all days with a

maximum temperature of five degrees Celsius or more. The start of this season for
southern regions of Cumberland Sound is 26 June (Canada-Nunavut Geoscience Office

2004). The deparlure of belugas from Clearwater Fiord follows the end of the effective

growing season for this region, recorded as 2 September (Canada-Nunavut Geoscience

Office 2004). This evidence supports seasonal weather change as a reason why belugas
visit selected estuaries, such

as

Millut Bay in Clearwater Fiord, during surnmer months.

Tirus rnoulting in belugas may relate to available sunlight and wamrer air, however
evidence is limited. Related data for belugas in most other Arctic estuaries used by
belugas are not available.

III.2 CALVII'{G
Calving is thought to be one of the proximate causes for belugas visiting shallow,
calm estuaries during surnmer months (Sergeant and Brodie 1969; Sergeant 1973). For
this study, the term calving includes all behavioural, hormonal, and physiological actions
compartmenialized into parturition, lactation, post-lactationparentalcare, and matemal
recovery (Gittleman and Thompson 1988) . Assuming a

l:1

sex ratio for the species
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(Doan and Douglas 1953; Sergeant 1973; Finley etal1982; Seaman and Burns 1981),
observations of more females and cow/calfpairs than males in estuaries might suggesta

specific benefit to calving here. In additior¡ females and females with calves may be
expected to use the estuaries for longer periods. However, rnale belugas oftenaccompany
females and calves into the estuaries for other reasons such as existing social ties

(Rendell and Whitehead 2001). Studies in two Canadian estuaries did not obserue any

calving events (Caron and Smith 1990; Smith et al. 1994). Both studies found that

aniving females already had calves. The assumption is that calving is likely spread out
fronr June to August (Brodie

l97l;

Sergean| 1973) and peaks in mid-June to early July.

Barber et al., (1999) used telemetry results to indicate seasonal bathymetric preferences

for male and female belugas and found that on average, belugas prefer muc h shallower
waTer

during sutnmer, compared to autumn. A signif,icant difference in bathymetry use

between males and females was found for the eastern Beaufort Sea population They
speculate that much of the difference maybe due to the behaviour of females with calves.

Barber et al. (1999) also suggest that mother-calf pairs spend longer periods in shallow
water than other age or gender classes.
Some evidence does not support calving as an estuary-use hypothesis. Hunters and
elders of lqaluit and Frobisher Bay have observed beluga births where no known beluga

calving estuarine areas exist. The hunters qualified this statement by suggesting that the
small population of belugas using Frobisher Bay during summer months explains the

small number of births (Kilabuk 1998). The qualitative nature of these reporls limits any
speculation about fecundity being affected by the suboptimal calving habitat, but future
study on beluga calving occurrences in Frobisher Bay could prove very useful to weigh
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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the estuary-use hypotheses (D. Walker, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada
2007).

III.5.2.1 Warm Water for Calving Belugas
Wanner water may give beluga calves an energetic advantage during their early
months. However, the weight of evidence in this case is inconclusive. Ambient water
temperature may affect beluga calves more than adult belugas because the calves have

not developed a full insulating blubber layer (Sergeant and Brodie 1969; Sergeant 1973;
Fraker et al. 1979). Sergeant (1973) hypothesized that belugas give birth in estuaries,
where the watm water confers a thermal advantage on neonatal calves much like the grey

whale (Eschrichtitts robustus) in the lagoons of Baja, Mexico (Finley 1983; Rugher a/.
leee).
Conversely, nrasurements of the insulation values of the epidermis of newborn
belugas, and of pregnant belugas, parlly discount this hypothesis (Doidge 1990;Ognetov
1990). Ognetov (i990) compared weight of blubber/skin to total weight for belugas killed

in Russian waters (Ognetov 1990). Results for belugas of all age and sex classes (N:503)
show no difference comparing males with females of different physiological status
suggesting that belugas do not require warrner water during pregnancy(Ognetov 1990).

Ognetov (1990) also found considerable seasonal variations in condition, with

diminishing index values from June and September. Beluga blubber and skin conditions
for over-winter periods was not included, but belugas tend to be fattest in spring,
presumably after feeding during winter months (Butorin 1966 in Boltunov2002). The
warm water requirement of young belugas is also disputed by existing behavioural
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studies in estuaries (Finley 1982; Smith et

al. 1994). Other similar research for Killer

whales has suggested that the influence of temperature on the caloric budget may be

a

more useful measure, compared to insulation values (Williams et a|2004). The source

of

the freshwater entering the Nelson River eshrary, where many beluga calves are
observed, is the Nelson River watershed. The Nelson River watershed includes much

of

Manitoba and flows mainly from the southwest to meet the colder saltwater of Hudson
Bay. The resultant large freshsaltwater mixing zone extends 10-60 km offshore,
depending on many variables including outflow from Limestone

Danl tidal state, wind

direction, and salt-water curent. Most belugas, including calves, occur near this mixing
zone. Watmer, fresher water is available farther upstream in the Nelson River but belugas

remain closer to the mixin g zone, suggesting that they prefer a specific temperature
range. In Clearwater Fiord, Cumberland Sound, the Ranger River glacially feeds

Millut

Bay, the main estuary used by mothers with calves. Glacier- fed estuaries are generally
colder than norrglacier-fed ones. However,

Millut Bay is notably

\ryarrner than the open

water of Cumberland Sound. This effect may be due to warming effects of the sun on the

relatively shallow, sediment laden Ranger River (J. Orr, Deparlment of Fisheries and
Oceans, Canada. Winnipeg, pers. comm.2004). This suggests that Cumberland Sound
belugas also prefer a cefiain ternperature range, rather than the warmest available fiords
because other near-by

nor

glacier- fed estuaries are warmer than

Millut Bay but are

used

much less by belugas. However, considering the range of estuary habitat used by belugas,
the needs of belugas in Cumberland Sound and Hudson Bay may differ from the high-

Arctic belugas studied by Srnith et al. (1994).
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Belugas are ideally adapted to their environment. For this reason, heat stress on
young belugas caused by warm water during sutilmer, may be as problematic as cold
stress in severe winten.

A similar problem exists for many cetaceans, including

the

bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncates) whichexhibits similar physiology in warm water,

redistributing heat fromthe core to the blubber layer (Heath 1999).

111.5.2.2 Shallow Water

for Calving Belugas

Shallow water may provide safety for female belugas with calves. Evidence for this
hypothesis is positive. Srnall beluga calves are possibly not able to dive as deep or

as

long as adult belugas, and are slower swimmers (P. Richard. Departrnent of Fisheries and
Oceans, Canada. Winnipeg, pers. comm.2004)

Much of the earlier literature on belugas in estuaries describes their movements

relative to tides (Vorotnikov 1927; Aesen'ev,7939 Golenchennko 1935, Dmokhovskii
1939; Heptner 1930, Vladykov 1949, Govorkov i934,

Kleinenburgß6Ð). Belugas in

the Nelson River estuary also migrate inshore primarily during high tide, often favouring
the two nrain channels (Smith ur.rpubl. data2007). This is consistent with the findings

of

others belugas in estuaries where water levels fluctuate markedly (Doan and Douglas

1953; Kleinenberg et al. 1964). However, many of the belugas entering the inner Nelson
Estuaries at high tide travel through areas that low tide exposes, revealing a possible
depth preference for belugas with calves in estuaries, instead of the constant use of the
deeper channels

.

The effect of tide on belugas using the Churchill estuary is similar, with some
exceptions. The relatively small tidally exposed regions of the Churchill River differ
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significantly in size compared to the extensive mudflats of the Nelson River Estuary
(GEBCO 2000). Furlhermore, the main channel leading into the Churchill River is deeper
and extends ârther than those of the Nelson River Esfuary, and belugas can move in the

Chnrchill River at mid-tide (Smith unpubl. data2007).
Segregation between beluga sexes based on water depth, may exist for Clearwater

Fiord. Here, full-tenn and postpaúum females separate from the main group, and move
along the shore or into shallower bays (Brodie

l97l). Belugas in the Nelson River

behave

similarly. All ages and sex classes use the estuary but calves were obseled in large
nunrbers upstream (Smith unpubl. dara2007). However, since calves surface more often

adults, observations of this type may be misleading. In Eastern Hudson Bay belugas,
Caron and Smith (1990) showed that tidal state had the most effect on group positions in
the Nastapoka River estuary.

Evidence for Cumberland Sound estuaries suggests that shallow water is not

a

requirement for belugas in estuary. Instead, belugas mayutilize regions having direct
access to shallow water (Smith2004). Cumberland Sound belugas summer in deep,

canyorrlike fiords srch as Clearwater Fiord. (P. Richard, Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, Canada. Winnipeg, Manitoba, pers. comm . 2004).

Millut Bay, at the mouth of

the Ranger River, transitions from shallow, tidally exposed boulder fields to a steep drop-

off zone, to a deep central portion, leading out into Clearwater Fiord (Smith unpubl. data
2007). Tidal range here is among the highest occurring in Cumberland Sound (Stewarl el

al. 2003) which may explain why belugas use this type of multi-purpose habitat. Other
Cumberland Sound fiords are uniformly shallow but are used much less by belugas,
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perhaps because the tidal range combined with expansive shallow water increases

stranding risk for belugas.

III.2.3 Shelter from Wind for Calving Belugas
Female belugas may choose the wind shelter of estuaries to give birth. The shape

of

some esfuaries canprovide calves with protection against strong winds, often present in
the north (Canada Coatless; P. Richard, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada.
Vy'innipeg, Manitoba, pers. comm .2004). The weight of evidence for this hypothesis is

inconclusive. The Nelson River estuary provides a break from strong northerly winds.
Weather differences can be substantial from Gillam Island, located 15 kilometres

upstream ilr the Nelson River, to Port Nelsorl located at the mouth of the estuary. The
resulting change in sea-state and weather from Porl Nelson to the open waters of Hudson
Bay, past the eastern point, is again equally substantial While

it

is 25 Celsius and

caln

at

Gilliam Island (located -17 kilometres upstream from Port Nelson), Niakopaw Point may
experience white caps and high winds, and a 20 degree Celsius drop in temperature.

Strong northerly winds also influence numbers of belugas in the Nastapoka River estuary
more than warm water or water clarity (Caronet al. 1990).

In Cumberland Sound the highest recorded wind speed averages are found near the
southem portion of Irvine Inlet and around the Mckeand River. This is likely due to the

nofthwest winds building across the open water of Cumberland Sound. Millut Bay, where
most Cumberland Sound belugas congregate during summerhas high cliffs surounding

two sides that offer shelter from some wind directions but also possibly funnelling winds
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fromother directions (J. On and P. Richard, Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
Canada., Winnipeg, Manitoba, pers. comm. 2006). The region surrounding

and Clearwater Fiord has wind speeds

of

Millut Bay

14 km/h and 14.5 km/h, suggesting that some

guarding against the prevailing winds occurs there. This amount of wind protection may

provide a calm environment, favourable for female belugas to give birth and nurse calves.
However, other Cumberland Sound estuaries have similar physiographic surroundings,
but are used much less by belugas. Other marine mammal species seek out sheltered
environments for giving birth. One example is the Florida Manatee, which is sometimes
observed giving birth in small rivers or in canals (Megan Martz, Margie Barlas, Florida

Fislr and Wildlife Conservation Commission, St. Petersburg, Florida, pers. comm.2004).

III.2.4 Shelter from Strong Currents for Calving Belugas
Estuaries with weaker water cunents n'ray provide favourable conditions for belugas

giving binh. The weight of evidence for this hypothesis is inconclusive. In the Nastapoka
River, Caron et al. (1990) showed that tidal state had the biggest effect on the position of
the beluga groups in the estuary. Tidal state affects water depth and cuments, which
influence beluga distribution in an estuary(Caron et al. 1990). Tidal currents can also stir

up or congregate food, increasing foraging productivity (Zamon 2001). Related to this,
bathymetry also affects water cunents in an esfuary. In fluvial systems, shallow regions
often have reduced a flow rate compared to deeper areas where large volumes of water
push through narrow chamels, increasing the flow rate.
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III.3 PREDATOR AVOIDANCE: KILLER W}LA.LES
Predation by killer whales is an imporlant cause of beluga mortality (Reeves and

Mitchell 1988; Kilabuk 1998). Beluga whales may enter estuaries to seek shelter in
shallow waters during ice-free periods to hide from killer whales (Brodie 1971, Richard
2005). Evidence supports this hypothesis. Beluga distribution in some regions may be an
adaptation to avoid killer whale predation (Sergeant et

al. 1975). Similarly, some baleen

whales may also rnigrate to avoid killer whales (Corkeron and Conner 1999) since

killer

wlrales are most abundant in coastal habitats and higher latitudes (Leatherwood et al.

I976).Ice cover, availabilify of prey, and human predation, limits the range of killer
whales (Reeves and Mitchell i988). Thus, killer whale use of the Arctic is seasonal,
unlike resident or norrmigratory killer whale populations of lower latitudes. During
sumnter months, in seasonally ice-free zones, belugas cannot rely on heavy sea-ice for
shelter (P. Richard, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada. Winnipeg, Manitoba,
pers. comm .2004).

Killer whales inhabiting coastal regions often enter shallow

estuaries, and river-mouttrs (Leatherwood et

bays,

al. 1976). Newborn calves are particularly

susceptible to predation because they are slow swimmers and shallow divers (P. Richard,

Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada. Winnipeg, Manitoba, pers. comm.2004).

Killer whales are widely distributed in the western North Atlantic Ocean, and
sightings exist from near Baffin Island and in Hudson Bay (Reeves and Mitchell 1988).
These regions often overlap seasonal ranges of beluga whales. Historically, killer whales

were common in Cumberland Sound near the mouth of Kingnait Fiord, near the Kikastan
Islands, where bowhead whales were hunted (Reeves and Mitchell 1988; Nchard et al.
(2003).
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Millut Bay in Clearwater Fiord, where belugas aggregate in summer, is inside

an

interspersed series ofpassages and away from the main Cumberland Sound waters.
Belugas here may be hiding somewhat protected from ranging killer whales

with little or

no familiarity with the area. Millut Bay is also shallow upstream and may provide shelter

if killer whales do find their way there (P. Richard, Deparlment of Fisheries and
Canada. Winnipeg, Manitoba, pers. corlrx.2004). This island maze may also

Oceans,

sele

as an

acoustic barrier (J. On, Depaftment of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada. Winnipeg,

Manitoba, pers. comm.2004). Acoustics may also play a role in the locations of belugas

in other estuaries, including the Nelson River estuary where the freshsaltwater mixing

zole may act

as an acoustic smokescreen, due to speed differences between sound

travelling thlough silrladen fresh water and clearer saltwater. Acoustics, concerning
belugas resource selection, is a relatively unexplored area ofresearch but acoustic

bariers as avoidance techniques from predators are common, including sea otters
(Enhydra Lutris) hiding from killer whales (Trites 2006). See section

II.3.l

'Predator

Avoidance; Killer Whales; Acoustic Barriers' for more discussion.

Hunters in Cumberland Sound have repor-ted evidence ofkiller whale predation on
beluga (Cosens 2002) and some are concerned that an influx of killer whales caused local
population decline in other marine marnmals (Hay et al. 2000).In the 1960's, Inuit
hunters in Cumberland Sound expressed concerr that killer whale numbers in this region
were increasing and that it was reducing tlæir marine manrmal harvest. In the mid1970's, killer wliales used the mouths of Kingnait and Pangnirtung fiords in August and
September, and sometimes drove narwhals into Pangnirtung Fiord allowing Inuit to make
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larger harvests (Richard et al. 2003). In September I97l , fourteen killer whales becarne
stranded while chasing belugas into a saltwater bay near Kekerlellung Island (Reeves and

Mitchell 1988). Local Inuit killed the whales in early October of the same year. More
recently, a pod of 10 killer whales was seen coming from Clearwater Fiord and hunters
reported seeing evidence of killer whale predation on both belugas and bowheads
(Cosens 2002).In 1987, The Committee on the Status of Endangered

Wildlife in Canada

(COSEWIC) was interested in the killer whale but did not consider the species to be of
immediate concern. However, there is evidence supporling the hypothesis that killer
whales hunt and

kill

belugas in Cumberland Sound, and that belugas make efforts to

avoid them.

In Hudson Bay, more frequent killer whale sightings exist from recent years
(Richard 2005; J. Higdon, Orcas of the Canadian Arctic, Winnipeg, Manitoba, pers.
conìm. 2006). Climate change may be making it possible for killer whales to anive
earlier and stay longer before they are driven out by the formation sea-ice (Higdonet al.
2006). Although killer whale numbers may still be low in Hudson Bay, it does not take a
large number of these top-level predators to cause a noticeable reduction in a marine

mammal population (Williams et al.2004). The potential effect of killer whales on
Hudson Bay marine mamr¡als is notable. Annual killer whale sightings exist since the
late 1990s for Repulse Bay, Norlhwest Hudson Bay (Figure 2), north of Southampton
Island, and Roes Welcome Sound. These sightings are usually associated with
movements of narwhal. In 1998, i999 and 2004-2006locals reported that killer whales
kept the narwhal packed in close to shore during the hunt (J. Higdon, Orcas of the
Canadian Arctic, Winnipeg, Manitoba, pers. comm. 2006).
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Reports of killer whales also exist for south western Hudson Bay although nr

killer

of

whale sightings exist south of Churchill to the Nelson River estuary (J. Higdon, Orcas
the Canadian Arctic, Winnipeg, Manitoba, pers. comm. 2006) (Figure I.6). However,

unconfirmed reporls exist for the Sevem fuver and York Factory, on the Ontario coast.
See section

IIL3.3 for more discussion on potential future impacts of killer whales

on belugas.

Table I II. 14; Historic killer whale sightings for s outhwestern Hudson Bay, Churchill region from the I 940s
to present.

Year Month
1949 Summer
1980 Su¡nmer
1996

Day

-

Killer

Locaf ion

whales

seen

Pred-

Latitude

Longitude

Churchill (near)

Doan and

58.92

-93.66

59.01

-93.99

58.82

-93.26

Douglas 1953

-

August -

Churchill (near)
Churchill (15

kn

norlh)

Reeves

9

Mirchell 1988
W. Bernhardt,
NS Consulting
local

Summer

Churchill (in town)

2000

Summer

Churchill

2002

August

Churchill

2

2002 August 3l

Churchill River-n.routh

-7-9

I

2002 August 30

Churchill (near)

7

I

I

2005 August 2005 Summer 2006 Septenrber I

Norlh of Cape Churchill

and

I

1996

2004 August

Source

ation

4-5

I

residents 58.88
local resident 58.88
local resident 58.88
local resident 58.88
W. Bernhardt, 58.92
NS Consulting
P. Richard (DFO)

6J

58.82
P.l'lalt(DFO) 58.88
W. Bernhardt, 58.93

Churchill

Churchill (near)

-93.71
-93.71

-93.11
-93.71

-94.13
-93.21
-93.71
-93.51

NS Consulting
Churchill

I

I

E.

Kublutsiak 58.88

-93.71

The first recorded sightings of killer whales in Hudson Bay occurred in the 1940s
when killer whales chased beluga and narwhal into Repulse Bay and later attacked
bowhead whales in Lyon Inlet(Hay et al.2000,Gonzalez 2001). However, repofts were
sporadic until the late 1980s (Reeves and Mitchell 1988) and then almost annually flom
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1998 to 2006. Most killer whale sighting records are for 2005 and 2006, likely due to
increased collection by the Orcas of the Car-radian Arctic (OCA) research group.

In Repulse bay, krller whale sightings are usually associated with narwha I but there
are also some reports of attacks on bowhead whales. Reporls of attacks on beluga are rare

but because of the vast remoteness of the nofth, almost all attacks likely occur undetected

by humans.

III.3.l

Predator Avoidance:

Killer

l4/hales: Acoustic Barrters

Sound waves in the oceans travel great distances and this feature is used by some

whale species, including belugas and killer whales. Since salt water has a greater density
than fresh water, sound should travel faster compared to sound through fresh water. But
sound travels at approxirnately 1500 m/s in saltwater and approximately 1435 m/s in

freshwater, depending on salinity. For a liquid, the speed of sound decreases with
increasing density but increases with increasing bulk rnodulus. Bulk modulus is

a

substance's resistance to unifonn compression defined as the pressure increase needed to

effect a given relative decrease in volume. For saltwater (compared to fresh water) the
percent increase in bulk modulus is greater than the percent increase in density so the
sound velocity increases with salinity. The speed of the sound pushing various molecules
causing a domino effect in the ocean. With the mixing of parlicular matter and sodium in
estuaries, in particular the NelsonRiver Estuary, using acoustics to locate prey is likely

not as productive compared with other open water regions.
The large amount of fresh water outflow in the Nelson Rive estuary during 2005
rnade it possible for belugas to move farther into the estuary, however they did not.

Instead, higher beluga densities in the outer Nelson estuary for the wetter year of 2005.
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This seems contradictory to evidence from other Arctic regions where belugas, narwhal,
and bearded seals respond to the presence of

'Williams,

killer whales by moving close to shore (G.

NTI, Iqaluit pers. comm. 2006). Such reports however, are likely when belugas

travel along coastal areas, rather than when they have already arrived at the relative
safefy of an estuary. In addition, other estuaries such as
the Nelson River estuary, and the vast shallow flats

Millut Bay are much deeper than

of the Nelson Rive estuary probably

offer more safety options to resident belugas.
Nevertheless, there may be other reasons, related to antipredation tactics, why belugas

show a spatial preference for the salt-freshwater mixing zone. Rather than finding places
that are inaccessible to the predator (fish reference) beluga rnay benefit frorn the "sn'ìoke
screen" effect created by the turbidity and highly variable salinity. Cephalopods (Squid)

(Cephalopoda) have adapted a step further. When squid perceive a threat they are able to
change colour, texture, body shape and even make their own smoke screen by releasing a
ink- like secretion in the surounding water to confuse the enemy while they quickly
attempt to hide (Pearse 1987)).

III.3.2 Shallow l4¡ater for Belttsas avoidins Killer l4/hales
Shallow water may help belugas evade attacks from killer whales. The weight

of

evidence for this hypothesis is positive. Inuit infonnants in Cumberland Sound and

Iqaluit have reporled that beluga whales, bowhead whales, and narwhal, often head to
shallow inshore waters when killer whales are present, and may close in to land even
befole killer whales appear, as they can detect the killer whales by the sound of their
dorsal fins slicing through the water. This fear reaction to the presence of killer whales is
Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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called 'aarlungajut' (NWMB; Hay2000). The belugas likely hear the killer whales
before seeing them (Shelden and Rugh 2003). Belugas are highly sensitive to their

suroundings, and are recorded reacting to disturbances up to 80 kmaway (Caron and
Smith 1990). This sensitivity may be a characteristic of predator avoidance. Ocean
predators oftenhunt and attack from below, generally when their prey surfaces. The color
pattem of killer whales may assist them to approach prey from below. Their backs are

black and presumably when viewed from above, not visible. Shallow water, such as is
found in Millut Bay and parls of Irvine Inlet, may provide safety from such attacks by

killer whales. Dramatic tidal changes across extensive mud flats such

as those

found in

Clearwater Fiord rnay also provide belugas protection from killer whales. Killer whales
are generally l'ulnerable to unintentional stranding for extended periods when they enter

shallow, complex mudflats (Frost et al. 1992). This may explain why belugas generally
occur in shallow water such as Millut Bay in Cumberland Sound or the Churchill and

Nelsonrivers in Hudson Bay. The avoidance of killer whales may also be why belugas
are coûtmon in northem parts of Cook Inlet and relatively scarce elsewhere, as described

by Shelden and Rugh (2003). Shelden and Rugh (2003) also noted that Cook Inlet is a
semi-enclosed, shallow, and tidal estuary that is seasonally ice-covered ard appears to be
an ideal environment for belugas to evade killer whales.

IIL3.2 Shelter for Belueas avoidins Killer males
Shelter may help belugas avoid killer whales. Evidence for this hypothesis is

inconclusive. Caron and Smith (1990) illustrated that visibility (a proxy for turbidity)
affected the position of the Nastapoka belugas. The belugas slightly preferred clearer
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water to turbid water, when moving upstream. Complex shorelines rnay provide more
protection from killer whales while guarding against wind and waves. The mouth shape

of an estuary may also affect predator movemellts near that estuary. In Alaska, beluga
whales and harbour seals (Phoca vitulina) are the most common marine mammal prey

of

killer whales (Matkin and Saulitis 1994).In Cook Inlet, Alaska, killer whale predation on
belugas has become a collcem since the decline of resident beluga stocks was noticed in

i990s (Shelden and Rugh2003). Killer whales are common in lower Cook Inlet and tirere
were at least 100 sightings from 1975 lo 2002. Beach-cast beluga carcasses with teeth
marks and missing flesh and observed killer whale-beluga interactions, serve as evidence
that killer whales are killing belugas here. During 11 obser-ved interactions between
belugas and killer whales, the belugas were obviously injured or killed, tbrough direct
attacks or indirectly because of stranding. From this, a minimum estimated one death per
year was attributed to killer whale predation, not including adults that were attacked

while accompanied by calves (She lden and Rugh 2003). In 1993 in Cook Inlet,
regurgitated stomach contents of a stranded killer whale included a harbour seal flipper
and beluga skin and blubber (Matkin and Saulitis 1994).

An average killer whale eating

pinnipeds (having an average caloric value of 3,000 calories) (Perez 1990 in Matkinet al.
2001) translates to a daily caloric requirement of -60-70 kg per day-approximately the

weight of a beluga calf. Arl adult killer whale requires a minimum of tluee seal pups a
day to survive (Matkin and Saulitis 1994;Banett-Lennard 1995).
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III.4 PREDATOR AVOIDANCE: HUMANS
Belugas n-ìay enter estuaries to avoid humans, but the weight of evidence for this
hypothesis is negative. Changes have occured in Eastern Baffin Island belugas since the
1960s, when nrotorized boats were first introduced to the North (Kilabuk 1998). This is

presurnably because hunters started using them to hunt whales, and because of the noise
and the possibility of danger associated with the noise. Locals state that

initially, the alien

noise motorized boats brought was not feared (Kilabuk 1998). Most whales were curious
when they first heard therr. Today, whales avoid areas where motorized boats are heard
and are scattered in areas where they were once densely concentrated (Kilabuk 1998).

Local communities also state that this has contributed to the thinning of whale
concentrations and their population sizes.
Belugas sometimes travel thlough areas where human hunters are present in order

to enter Clearwater Fiord, where the natives also hunt them. This suggests that
Cumberland Sound estuaries such as Millut Bay in Clearwater Fiord, where they were
hunted intensively in the past, provide a requirement which belugas must meet forcing
them to risk being killed to get there (Kilabuk 1998). These needs, while not fully
understood, are evident through the recurence of belugas in Millut Bay, and the

Clrurchill and Nelson River estuaúes during slrtxnler, year after year. This type of
behaviour is known in other species. African Wildebeest, a species disliking wet or sticky
ground, is forced to cross the Mara River. They know the Mara River has crocodiles but
they risk being eaten to avoid almost certain death by starvation The reaction of belugas
to the presence of humans can differ across estuaries. In the Churchill River, belugas
often approach vessels and appear to be curious about humans. However, belugas are
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sometime hunted near the Churchill River and locals have stated that this affects beluga

behaviour for a period after, causing the belugas to remain outside of the estuary even at
high tide (G. Lundie, SeaNorlh tours, Churchill, Manitoba, pers. conm. 2006).In the

NelsonRiver, belugas from the same Westem Hudson Bay stock are much more elusive.
Reasons for this change in behaviour from the Churchill River to the

NelsonRiver

are

unknown. Belugas in the Nelson River react to boat noise by quickly changing direction
and moving out of the estuary.

If overlaken by a vessel, they often dive to the shallow

bottom where the turbid water makes them invisible from the surface (J. Orr, Dept

of

Fisheries and Oceans, Winnipeg, pers. comm. 2005). The presence of humans around
belugas often means the presence of a vessel.

Fínley et al. (1990) studied responses of belugas and narwha\s (Monodon
monoceros) to Canadian Ice breaking ships over a tll'ee-year period. Belugas and

natwhals exhibited different behavioural responses to ship approaches and ice-breaking

activify. The belugas often moved fast along the ice edge away from approaching ships.
Narwhals expressed no overt panic reaction (Finley et. al 1990). The response of the
beluga involves forming large herds and making long dives close to or beneath the ice
edge (Finley et.

al 1990). Pod integrity of the belugas broke down and diving appeared to

be less organized (Finley et. al 1990). Narwhals showed more subtle responses to

approaching ships and did not fomr large herds. Their movements were slow or noru
existent near the ice edge and they huddled in pods often engaging in physical contact

(Finley et. al 1990). No similar field studies exist on pristine marine environments (in this
case, a population of marine mammals that have had

little or no exposure to human
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activities) possibly explaining the responses of the studied narwhal and beluga at
unprecedented ranges (Finley et. al 1990).

III.5 FEEDING
Belugas sometimes feed while in estuaries and may seek out estuaries to forage,
however evidence does not support this hypothesis. Most beluga feeding behaviour in
estuaries is probably opportunistic. Feeding was among the early hypotheses put forlh

(Comeau 1915; Vladlcov 1947;Kleinenberg 1969). Stomach contents of belugas in the
Nelson River examined by Comeau ( 1915) contained whitef,rsh, capelin, and sucker.
However, a more recent survey of the Nelson River estury found few whitefish and no
adult capelin (Draper 1989). Stornach contents of belugas in the Churchill River were

mostly found to be empty(Doan and Douglas 1953; Sergeant 1973). Where food was
present there was much variation in diet composition, and between years suggesting

opportunistic feeding (Sergeant 1973). Doan and Douglas (1953) speculate that the strong
digestive juices of the belugas stomach are the reason for the empty stomachs, but there is
no scientific support for this claim. Most St. Lawrence beluga stomachs (usually from
beach-cast carcasses) are also ernpty (Kingsley 2002).

Feeding also does not appear to be a proximate cause for Cumberland Sound
belugas to occupy

Millut Bay. Belugas summering here rarely feed on schooling fish but

during their time outside the estuary in the open waters of Cumberland Sound, they often
dive to the bottom (Richard 2002). The deep dives appear to be feeding dives (Richard
2002). The stomachs of belugas here also were often empty suggesting that belugas feed

little during summer months while in the esfuary(Brodie 1967,I970).
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However, there is some evidence supporting feeding as an esfuary-use hypothesis.

Brodie observed that postparlum female belugas were often accompanied by a new calf
plus one or two noruwhite adults which may be previous offspring. Brodie speculated
tlrat this social grouping may be advantageous when feeding (Brodie
statements of Brodie (1971), however,

l97I).

Based on the

it is not clear whether these types of groupings

are

more common when belugas are in estuary, cornpared to open water areas. Belugas have
also been observed digging into the estuary bottom sediment, suggesting some foraging

behaviour. Stomach contents, presumably from benthic feeding, have included bark,
sand, parts of plants and paper

(Vlad/<ov 1947;Doan and Douglas 1953). In the

Beaufort Sea, some mature male belugas choose offshore areas for feeding during the
summer, and travel to Mackenzie River estuary for other reasons (figure I.2; Loseto
2006). Every year from late June to late July or early August, belugas congregate in the

waml estuarine waters of the Mackenzie River, while others are widely distributed
offshore (Norlon and Harwood 1985). Norton and Harwood (1985) found that the
offslrore groups ranged 5-50 km out. In July 1992, the aggregation enconpassed more
than 2500 km squared in the nutrient-rich waters off Cape Bathurst. Belugas in the nearshore areas of the Mackenzie River estuary were found

with Arctic cisco, burbot

and

whitefish in their stomachs. Here, they are also known to feed on a variety of nekton
including crustaceans, cephalopods and fishes (Moore 1997). Belugas elsewhere have
also feed on inverlebrates while in estuary(Vladykov l94T,Kleinenberget

al.

1969).

In genera[ the belugas diet varies geatly, likely after adapting in many different
habitats, during suruner and autumn migration, and at winter feeding sites.
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Results for the Nelson River estuary (this study), conceming the feeding

hypothesis, support the idea that belugas follow prey in and out of the Nelson River
estuary. The freshsaltwater mixing zone and the belugas were farther out in the Nelson

River estuary during 2005. The movements of belugas in the Nelson River estuary during
the summer of 2005 compared to the three previous years suggest that belugas choose to

remain close to the mixing zone. The mixing zone, where gravity acts on density
differences of freshwater and saltwater creating a convectional current, is often the most
productive part of an estuary (Baker 1989). This convectional cunent stirs up sediment

andbenthic inveÍebrates, aknown food choice of belugas. This cycle also provides food
for fish such as capelin, whitefish, and arctic cod, which have been found in the stomachs
of Westem Hudson Bay belugas (Doan and Douglas 1953, Sergeant 1973). Several other
marine predators show feeding behaviour related to tides. Zamon's (2001) findings
relative to harbour seal (Phoca vitulina richardsi) predation on salmon with reference to

tidal cunents, for the San Juan Islands, revealed harbour seal movements between resting
and foraging areas correlated with tidal phase (Zamon 2001). Seal abundance in the water

during flooding tides was significantly greater than median daily abundance during
1995-97 (Zamon 2001). Seals also aggregated near a channel constriction (Zamon 2001).

Both of these behaviours are similar to beluga behaviour in the Nelson River esfuary
during sulnmer. For harbour seals, the median per capita capture rates were highest in
cunents during slower flooding. The results of Zamon (2001) support the hypothesis that
interactions among tidal currents, topographic features, and fish play a role in structuring
marine predator-prey dynamics.
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III.6 PH\'LOGENETIC INERTIA
Phylogenetic inerlia describes the influence of an ancestor on its descendents, retaining
traits unless altered by behavioural mutation(Dembski 2001). As a hypothesis explaining
beluga sufirner use of the Nelson River estuary this means that they do because they and

their ancestors always have. Beluga whales were thought to be closely related to
Irrawaddy dolphins genetically and therefore placed in the same taxonomic family. The
phylogenetic position of Orcaella brevirostris is now a topic of controversy. Inawaddy
dolphins were fotmerly grouped with tnp dolphins (Delphinidae) but research suggests
the species is more closely related to narwhals and belugas (Monodontidae) fhan to

delplrinids (Kasuya 1973; Barnes et al. 1985; Lint et al. 1990 in Messenger 1998). Recent
genetics data supporl the placement of Iruawaddy dolphin within Delphinidae (Messenger
1998). Moreover, the morphological data suggest that the Irrawaddy dolphin is actually

the sister taxon to the remaining species of true dolphins rather than nested within the

delphinid lineage. Finally, all whales listed above relate more closely to Delphinidaethan
do beaked whales (Ziphiidae) or Sperm whales (Physeteridae), among toothed whales

(suborder Odontoceti) (Messenger 1998). Belugas and Irawaddy dolphins (Orcaella

brevirostris) both use freshwater resources, and appeared to be closely related genetically
(Kasuya 1973; Barnesetal. 1985; Lint et al. 1990 inMessenger 1998). Thus, itwas
thought that belugas were motivated to use estuaries as an artifact of this relationship.
Phylogenetic Inerlia rnay explain the evolution of ineffective anti-predationbehaviour for
other aquatic species.
Effects of Phylogenetic Inertia exist elsewhere in marine ecosystens. The
streanrside salamander, (Anúystonta barbouri), exhibits ineffective anti-predation
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behaviou'and thus suffers heavy predation in streams with sunfish (Centrarchidae) (Srh
2000). This salamander evolved relatively recently from an ancestor that closely
resembled a sister species, A. texanttm, which breeds in fishless, temporary ponds.

Sunfish thus represent a relatively new selection pressure for A. Barbouri.Phylogenetic
inertia predicts thal A. texanutn should be very poor at avoiding sunfish relative to

barbouri. As predicted, A.

l.

texan¿¿ru suffered heavy sunfish predation. Compared to

l.

texanurn,A. barbottri were more likely to initiate alarm moves that enhanced escape
success from the sunfish fish. Moreover, in both the presence and absence of predators,

A. barbouri showed higher emergence rates from refuge and higher movement while out

of refuge compared

To

A. texanuiz, increasing exposure to sunfish. Conclusively, for these

key belraviours, A. barbouri seems to have evolved in the wrong direction as far

predation avoidance is concerned.

For Belugas, the opposite nray be true. If the spring rnigration behaviour of
belugas to estuaries is an anti predation tactic, the predation pressure does not appear to

proportional Concerning Phylogenetic Inerlia, this behaviour may be remnant from

a

time when densities of killer whales were higher throughout beluga habitat at higher
latifudes. This would also explain reports of apparent irrational flight-response of belugas
and narwhal to the presence of killer whales (G. Williarns, NTI, Iqaluit pers. comm.
2006).

As for belugas being drawn to freshwater because of some distant distance
ancestral relationship to Irawaddy Dolphins, recent genetics evidence suggests that River

dolphins are not distant ancestors of belugas but rernnants of other ancient dolphin
fanrilies (Cassens et al. 2000). Much of speculation aboú the origin and relationships
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belugas to River dolphins, including Inawaddy dolphins, stems from a lack of fossil
evidence (Hamilton 200?)
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Figure II.7; Location by sex of beluga whales tagged with satellite transmitters across the
Canadian Arctic 1993-2005, for, (left to right) Mackenzie estuary, Churchill River
estuary, NelsonRivel estuary, Somerset Island, and Cumberland Sound. GreerrFemale,

Blue:Male

r:

. ,ì . r: [¡t.;i:.

l
i

't
For f,rgure Ii.7 (above) sex data for belugas captured in the Churchill fuver (N:8, 19921993) were not available when this figure was constructed. However, these data are now

available (Martin and Srnith; 1994,P. Hall Dept of Fisheries and Oceans, Winnipeg, pers.
comm. 2001). Please see the Appendix section for more details.
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CHAPTER IV: MAJOR F.INDINGS AND GENERAL
DISCUSSION

IV.l MAJOR FINDINGS
Overall, a shift in beluga distribution is evident when comparing the distance to
habitat features for the dry years of 2002-2004 and the wet year of 2005. Seven major

findings as listed: l) The Nelson River estuary extent, based on beluga radio-tracking
data is larger and includes more coastline compared to the extents of past aerial surveys

for belugas in this region ,2) Beluga-habitat use for all years was not random, based on a
series of Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical tests for aerial survey densities and radio-

tracking data, 3) Belugas were farther away from the river mouthduring the 2005,
compared to the th¡ee previous dry years, 4) Coastal movements based on the radio-

tracking data, did not differ signif,rcantly comparing the wet and dry years. 5) The aerial
survey beluga densities reveal a stronger spatial association

with channels during the dry

years, 6) Higher aerial survey densities pasl23 km away from river mouth for wet year

using

a logtransformed linear regression 7) Aerial survey beluga densities provided

confitmatory evidence for the radio-tracking data analysis but are limited bydiffering
data extents.

All of these findings

have implications on management of belugas, with respect to

the estuary-use hypotheses reviewed in Chapter III.
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IV.l.1 Major Findings: The Shape of Nelson River Estuary
The Delineated Estuarv vs. the Visible Freshwater

Plune

Like most estuaries, the Nelson River estuary is constantly expanding and
contracting as freshwater flows from upstream and saltwater is flushed in and out with
the tides (Baker 1989; Mundy and Sydor 2006; Mundy et a\.2006; McCullough et al.
2006). Acknowledging the limitations of rnodelling complex hydrological systems, the
shape of the estuary as defined by this studyencompasses a larger region than what
appears as the surface plume

of fresh water visible through LANDSAT or MODIS

imagery for the same period. The difference in shape of the defined estuary compared to
the freshwater plume is based on the calculated beluga-habitat associations. The

stratification of the fresþsaltwater may partly explain why belugas were farther out

within the estuary compared to any visible freshwater reviewed on the imagery. Much
research is currently being conducted on the hydrology of the Nelson River estuary.

(Bernhardt 2004; Mundy and Sydor 2006; Mundy et al. 2006; McCullough et al. 2006).

Accepting the limitations of this study, however, the highest densities of belugas based
on the radio-telemeffy dala still appear to be beyond the surficial mixing line, suggesting
that belugas in the Nelson River may not use the fresh water part of the estuary as

extensively as obseryed for other estuaries such as Millut Bay or the Mackenzie River.

The Delineated Estuarv vs. the

Aerial Survev Limits

The estuary limit, as defined by the radio-telemetry data is also much larger than
the extent of the aerial surveys. Thus, the observed aerial survey densities are limited in
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their confirmaTory capacity regarding any findings from radio-telemetry data. A region
lacking in hydrologic and bathymetric data also exists extending from the aerial survey

liniit o f 66 km

east to the extent

of the telemetry-dehned estuary approximately I 34 km

along the south eastern coast of Hudson Bay.

Future study of this estuary, linking the hydrology and beluga-habitat associations

will improve knowledge

on precise relationships between belugas and the provisions

of

esfuaries. The Nelson River estuary is a promising study case, as there is both

hydrological and biological research is currently underway.

TV.2 ANTHROPOGENIC EFFECTS
Acute habitat loss related to industrial development, resulting in the direct
displacernent of wildlife, is often more visible than indirect habitat loss, caused for
example by climate change or artificially altered water and sediment levels. Thus, studies

measuring longer-term effects are often more difficult to design and costly to execute.
Moreover, the ability of a wild species to survive facing anthropogenic influences
depends on many variables including its reproduction, social structure, and adaptability

(Fair 2000). Belugas are long-lived, and have a low reproduction rate compared with
most other animals (Stewart et a\.2006). Like other marine mammals, beluga also have

highly developed social structures. The ability of belugas to adapt to changes in their
environment is a topic of much speculation (Lawrence 1992, Kingsley 2002).
Prior to this study, the effects of hydroelectric development on the estuarine habitat

of Western Hudson Bay belugas were largely unknown (Richard 1993). Kingsley (2002)
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addresses this issue, conceming the

difhculty in studying the effects of hydroelectric

developrnent on belugas. He states that "even in Arctic situations, with fewer

confounding influences, it proved difficult to design definitive research studies on the
down-streanr effects of hydro dams on estuary use by belugas (Lawrence et at. 1992) so

for various reasons this remains an unresolved questiorr-but the Manicouagan banks are

still unfreqænted." Such a study already exists for Eastern Hudson Bay belugas. Caron
and Smith (1990) studied the effects of environmental conditions and human disturbances

on the position of beluga groups in the Nastapoka River. They found that tide, wind,
water temperature, and water clarity, in decreasing order of significance, affected the

position of beluga groups within the estuary. This thesis demonstrates that similar
variables may affect belugas using the Nelson River estuary.
Human effofis to divert and coffrol the major rivers of the world result in erosion
and reduction of deltas and the deterioration of their ecosystems (Stanley and Wame

1993; Leichenko and Wescoat 1993; Fradkin 1996 in Kowalewskiet a\.2000). Very few
studies however, describe the effects of water level changes to marine mammals.

Similarly, the lack of knowledge on beluga estuary-use, and the apparent damage to
pristine habitats from hydroelectric development is conceming (Sergeant 1975; Lawrence
et al 1990; Gosselin 2002; COSEWIC 2004). Belugas in the St. Lawrence fuver now

occupy a small part of their former range (Vladykov 1944 Reeves and Mitchell 1984)
and previously, there possibly were two populations of belugas there, one centered on the
saguenay River and the other on the Manicouagan River (Kingsley 2002). The

Manicouagan River population was hunted ireavily (Laurin 1982) and the damming of the

river might have resulted in the disappearance of this population (COSEWIC 2004).
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In dry years, hydroelectric dams must retain a larger percentage of the river to
generate electricity in these years. This accenfuated hydrological pulsing within an
estuary forces change on local wildlife using that freshwater supply (Luecke et

at.

1999).

Since the 1930s, the Colorado Riverdelta, which flovns into the Gulf of California, is

subject to damming and inigation projects. The diversion ofwater from the Colorado

River resulted in a substantial decrease of nutrient and sediment flow into the delta (Gulf
of Califomia) (Thompson 1968; Fradkin 1996). These actions triggered the collapse of
the delta ecosystem, including the smallest known marine mammal, the vaquita
(Phocoena sinus). This porpoise population is now reduced to a few hundred individuals
(Luecke et al.1999).
Other aquatic animals, such as Chinook salmon in the Fraser River, benefit from
the shelter of turbid water. Gregory and Levings (1998) found that predation by
piscivorous hsh is reduced in turbid water of the Fraser River compared with the clearer
water of the neighbouring Harrison River, located in British Colurnbia. Harrison River
stocks of Pacific salmon (Oncorhyncåas spp.) obligately pass through turbid and clear
parts of these rivers during migration. Of 491 predators examined, 30 percent of Hanison

River (clear) piscivores had recently consumed fish compared with only l0 percent of
Fraser River (turbid) piscivores. However, in a clear-water side channel of the Fraser

River botir predation rate and number of fish prey per predator were similar to values for
the clear waters of the Harrison River. Belugas may similarly benefit from the use

of

turbid water as a type of smoke scleen to hide from predators. This study substantiates
their affinity for the turbid waters of the freshsaltwater mixing zone in the Nelson River
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estuary. Thus, potential future problems may arise for belugas using the NelsonRiver

if

estuary sediment levels diminish.

TV.3 MAJOR LESSONIS
This study only address a fewaspects of beluga estuary-use, but as a steppingstone for further research on the topic, it provides a platform to continue adding and

weighing evidence for the underlying motivations for beluga estuary-use. Through this
thesis,
are

I have explored the history and progression of research on beluga whales. Belugas

well studied relative to other arctic species and marine mammals. Life history data for

this species is limited compared to temperate and tropical marine mammals such

as

Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) and Florida Manatees (Tricheclrus manatus

latirostrus). Testing hypotheses for this species in the wild is challenging. Confounding
factors and lack of context often create confusion and doubts concerning what belugas
require (Lawrence et al. 1992, Kingsley 2002).

IV.4 RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS
Arctic research is costly and complicated. Remoteness, extreme weather, and lack
of sunlight during winter

are

just a few of the diff,rculties facing Arctic researchers.

EnvironmenTal da|a for northem research can be difficult to find,

if available

at all.

Forlunate for this study, Manitoba Hydro is conducting extensive research in the Nelson

River estuary for a proposed upstream danr, which provided the bulk of the data for this
study. A major

limit regarding data availability was the lack of suitable bathymetry
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to coincide with the radio-telemetry data. Nevertheless, I acknowledge that bathymetry
dalacan be extremely costly to collect, and therefore consider any available data as

a

bonus.

Radio-tracking and aerial suruey data vary in many ways, including data sampling
and modeling. Each data-type has its own set of caveats and sources of error. Comparing

telemetry data to aerial suryey observation can be an involved and complicated process.
Some tests, such as repeated measures, work with large sample size and objective

sampling suchas aerial survey transects. Others, such as Kernel methods work well with
radio-tracking data yet are not suitable for aerial survey counts, where locations of the
sightings are uniformly spaced. For a more detailed description of Kemel PDE methods,
see section

V.2.1 'Kernel Probability Density Estimation Methods'. Density surfaces for

the aerial survey sightings were mapped using Inverse Distance Weighting

(IDw)

methods (figure II.14)

IV.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
More research on the beluga-estuary-use hypotheses is required. Studies such

as

the acoustic network, currently under development by the Orcas of the Canadian Arctic

(OCA) research group, will help further the curent knowledge of killer whale abundance
and distribution in the eastern Canadian Arctic, providing evidence to weigh predation
avoidance as a reason for beluga estuarine occupation. Future research should also

combine the results of similar studies in other Hudson Bay estuaries, including the

Churchill River and James Bay, as these estuaries share similar beluga populations where
Eastern Hudson Bay belugas and Western Hudson Bay belugas share portions of their
seasonal ranges and demonstrate some signs

of mixing (de Marchet a\.2002).
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TV.5 FINAL THOUGHTS
The beluga whale is a relatively well-studied anirnal. However, there is still
considerable speculation about beluga summer use of estuaries, and a corresponding lack

of tested evidence. The bulk of the observations leading to the estuary-use theories were
collected in-situ. Withfew exceptiors (Hansen 1987; Caron and Smith 1990), beluga
estuary-use hypotheses were not tested using the scientif,ic method, creating the impetus
for this study.

An underlying question of this study is whether the Nelson River estuary

nutritionally supporls tens of thousands of whales or whether belugas only forage
opporlunistically while there, as they also appear to do in the Churchill River (Doan and
Douglas 1953 ; Serge ant 1973). Results of radio-hacking studies suggest that the bulk

of

Western Hudson Bay beluga foraging takes place in and around Hudson Strait. Compared
to the Nelson and Churchill River estuary, Hudson Strait is a much more productive zone

in terms of secondary production and potential prey species for belugas. Belugas have
also been recorded to be much fatter after winter (Butorin 1966 in Ognetov 1990.

It

is

mole likely that belugas feed while occupying the Nelson River estuary, while taking
advantage of the shelter from predation, but do not seek out the estuary to

fill

the bulk

of

their nutritional needs. The Nelson River is ñrthest, geographically; from killer whales
enter Hudson Bay tluough Hudson Strait. Clearwater Fiord is farthest and most remote

from the nouth of Cumberland Sound. Beluga seasonal distribution may be an adaptation
to avoid killer whale predation (Sergeant et al. 1975). Recent evidence of more killer
whales in Hudson Bay (Higdonet al. 2006) may also influence the beluga by altering
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their predator avoidance strategies, and thus their habitat usage. Alternatively, the site
tenacity exhibited by belugas may leave them at a great disadvantage as laller whale
range expands, possibly farlher into south western Hudson Bay.

Climate change

will play alarge role in future of beluga whales in Canada.

Predicted increases in river outflows resulting in larger freshwater plumes and larger
corresponding freshsaltwater mixing zones will likely influence belugas in the Nelson

River estuary. In combination with human demand for hydroelectric energy, the future
state of the Nelson River estuary is unclear. These changes to the belugas environment

may have effects on foraging, reproduction and risk of predation. Appropriate beluga
management is possible with an understanding of what belugas require to live. Cunently
there are still many unknowns for this species and life history data are most lacking.

Further study is required to decipher reoccuning patterns that persist over potentially
anomalous behaviour captured in snapshots. The continued health of beluga whale

populations and the people who rely on them as a food source depends upon it.
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APPENIDIX

Since belugas using the Churchill River Estuary belong to the same population as
those using the Nelson fuver Estuary,

I have included details of belugas fitted with radio-

transmitters at Churchill River Estuary. While not central to the focus of this sfudy, it
may provide valuable information for future study of Westem Hudson Bay belugas.
Table V.1. Details on the 8 belugas captured and fitted with radio tags at the Churchill River estuary in the
sì.¡mrners of 1992-93. (Source: Martin and Srnith 1994, P. Hall, Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
Canada, Winnipeg, Manitoba, pers. comm. 2005

Capture
River
Churchill River
Churchill River
Churchill River
Churchill River
Churchill River
Churchill River
Churchill River
Churchill

Capture
Date

Tag
No.

Sex
4-Jul-1992 10215-92 M
5-Jul-1992 5803_92 M
5-Jul-1992 7277_92 M
5-Jul-1992 7278_92 M
29-Jul-1993 5800_93 M
29-Jul-1993 5801_93 F
30-Jul-1993 5803_93 F
29-Jul-1993 5805 93 M

Age

Length

Description Class

(cnÐ

Tag longevity

(Days)

330

22

328

32

361

30
45

391

373
340

325

4l

I

White
Light
Light
White

adult

56

grey

48

grey

3l

adult

4l

with calf
with calf

Tracking data for all tagged belugas in the Nelson River estuary for 2002-2005 are
included hereafter, to provide a s)¡rìoptic view of migrations and habitat use.
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Table V.3; Retained locations: Radio-tracking sample details for ARGOS@ 3-stage fìlter on two belugas
captured during 2002,2003 in the Nelson River estuary Cfl:1993)

Location Class

(LC)

LC frequency % of sample
t.4

2

28
99

5.0

1

271

13.6

0

18.0

B

326
358
650

Z

l8

J

A

16.4

32.6
0.9

1750

87.8

Figure V.2; Retained locations: Radio-tracking sample details for ARGOS@ 3-stage filter on two belugas
captured during 2002,2003 in the Nelson River estuary CN:l993). Values for each pie are in percent

a3 @2 tr1 trO trA trB trZ
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Table V.4; Rejected locations: Radio-tracking sample details for ARGOS@ 3-Stage filter on two belugas
captured during 2002,2003 in the Nelson River estuary CN:1993)
Location Class

(LC)

LC frequency % of sample

J

6

2

24

1.2

1

47

0

48

2.4
2.4

A

6l

3.1

B

55

2.8

I

0.1

242

12.2

Z

0.3

Figure V.3; Rejected locations: Radio-tracking sample details for ARGOS@ 3-stage fìlter on two belugas
captured during 2002,2003 in the Nelson River estuary N:l993). Values for each pie are in percent

E3 @2 trl

trO trA

trB EZ
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Figure V.4; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Female, TAG NO. : 10927, Captured on
July 14, 2002- Inset of Hudson Bay and extent of radio-tracking data for this beluga

93'00'

s2'30'

92"00'

sr'30'

sr'00'

90"30'

s1'00'

Figure V.5;Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.

:

56"30'

10977, Capfured on July

31,2003
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Figure V.5b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.
31,2003-1oom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga

Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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10971, Captured on July
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Figure V.6; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Female, TAG NO.
July Aug 4,2003
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10972, Captured on
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Figure V.6b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Female, TAG NO. = 70972, Captured on
July Aug 4,2003-Zoom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga
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Figure V.7; Nelson River beluga radio-hacking data for Adult Female, TAG NO.

:

10926, Captured on

August 5,2003
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Figure V.7b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Female, TAG NO.
August 5,2003-Zoom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga

Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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10926, Captured on
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Figure V.8; Nelson River beluga radio-hacking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.
August 7,2003

Figure V.8b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.
August 7,2003-Zoom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga

Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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10899, Captured on

:

10899, Captured on
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Figure V.9; Nelson River beluga radio-hacking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.
August 5,2003
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:

10970, Captured on
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Figure V.9b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.
August 5,2003-Zoom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga

Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba

:

10970, Captured on
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Figure V.10; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.

:

10979, Captured on July

:

10979, Capfured on

24,2004

Figure V.l0b; Nelson fuver beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.
July 24,2004
of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga

-Zoom
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Figure V.l
l7

l; Nelson River

beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.

:

70978, Captured on July

,2004
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Figure V. I 1b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO. = 1 0978, Captured on
July 17, 2004-Zoom of Nelson River Esfuary and usage by this beluga
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Figure V.12; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Female, TAG NO.

:

10980, Captured on

July 25,2004

s5'
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Figure V.l2b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Female, TAG NO. = 10980, Captured on
July 25,2004-Zoom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga
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Figure V.13; Nelson River beluga radio-hacking data for Adult Female, TAG NO. : 40622, Captured on
July 26,2004- Inset of Hudson Bay and extent of radio-tracking data for this beluga
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Figure V.14; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO. -- 40623, captured on July

27,2004

Figure V.l4b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.
July 27,2004-Zoom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga

Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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40623, captured on
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Figure V.l5; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO. = 10970, Captured on July

23,2005

Figure V.15b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO.
Ju'ly 23,2005-Zoom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga

Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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10970, Captured on
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Figure V.l6; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Adult Male, TAG NO. : 40753, captured on July
31,2005- Inset of Hudson Bay and extent of radio-tracking data for this beluga
s1'

Figure V.l7; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Sub-adult Male, TAG NO.
July 31,2005

Masters Thesis, University of Manitoba
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57600, captured on
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Figure V.17b; Nelson River beluga radio-tracking data for Sub-adult Male, TÄ.G NO. :57600,
captured on July 31,2005-Zoom of Nelson River Estuary and usage by this beluga

92',00'

s1.,30,
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V.2 BELUGA ESTUARY-USE: RADIO-TRACKING DATA AND A

KERNEL PROBABILITY DENSITY FLINCTION (PDE) METHOD
Along with testing of locations of belugas in the defined Nelson River estuary
study region,

I

also employed Home Range (HR) and seasonal Utilization Distributions

(UD) by week, using Kernel Probability Density Estimation (PDE) methods and satellitelinked radio telemetry data for all 13 belugas þooled) tagged with dive-enabled tags in
the Nelson River estuary. Kemel (PDE) methods are statistical techniques that smooth a
surface

of spatial usage fitted to discrete observations, such as satellite telemetry

ARGOS@ beluga location data

data.

for the Nelson River estuary provide a cursory view of

their movements (by intuitively linking locations to form pattems), but do not provide
discrete regions or account for intensity of use. Thus, Kernel home range analysis can be
a powerful management tool allowing further analyses, and better simplification of the
belugas movements in the estuary and around Hudson Bay.

V.2 Kernel Probability Density Estimation (PDE) Methods
Sample sizes for each of the 13 (5T16 and Splash tags only) belugas were large
enough to use Kernel PDE methods. For the purposes of these analyses, aIl data for all
tags were pooled before being used. Table 1 shows deployment durations for

all l5 tags

and table 2 shows numbers of uplinks during each deployment. Both describe beluga

location samples sizes.

Table V.5; Number of locations for each beluga whale captured in the Nelson River estuary and satellitetag deployed for years of2002-2005.
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Number

Deployment

of

ARGOS@

Locations
2002_t

601

2003 2

1639

2003_3

2359

I

2003_4

167

2003_s

2260

2004_6

1127

2004J

751

2004_8

l3 l6

2004_9

212

2004_r0

1095

2005_1 I
2005_12

200s t3

Most of the locations before August 10 are 10-60 lcrn fromthe estuary, but some
locations were recorded directly at the mouth of the River, when individuals tended to
enter on the rising tide and exiting on the slack tide. Figure 4 shows the week two

(-July

28th)'of the Kernel or all three years of data and individuals pooled. Results show the
belugas staying close to the estuary. Individuals who moved away from the estuary

during the first week following the captures, likely did so as a response to the capture and
tagging procedures. Figure V.15 is a large scale map of the Nelson River estuary and the
week two (after captures) Kemel utilization distributions, categorized by percent relative
use, and divided in four

(25,50,75,

and 95 percent) regions. The choice

for these percent

relative use regions are based on the work of Seaman et al. (1996). In the Utilization

Distribution maps shown in this paper, the relative probability of occurrence of belugas
varies among grid cells distributed across the study area. Occurrence probabilities are
contour maps with each contour line corresponding to a change in relative probability.
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Figure V.18; Week one (mid-late July) of Nelson River estuary weekly beluga utilization distributions
using Kernel methods, when some of the study whales are likely affected by the shess of capture, tagging
and release methods. Colors represent utilization percentiles. Red:25o/o, orange:S}%o, yellow=75Yq clearoutline:95%o
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V.l9; Week 2 (late July) of Nelson River estuary weekly beluga utilization distributions using
Kernel methods. The extent of usage has condensed back toward the mouth of the Nelson River. By week
2, most of the study whales have returned to 20-50 km offshore, but within the limits of the estuary.
Colors represent utilization percentiles. Red:25%o, orange=S}%o,yellow:75%o, clear-outlin e:95%o
Figure

-

Beginning at week three (early August), a few of the study belugas started moving
out of the estuary and not retuming. By week 7 (early September) almost all had left the
estuary and some had not returned. The utilization distributions show this transition in
movements clearer than just viewing the ARGOS@ locations for each tagged beluga.

However, because of the sampling variabitity of ARGOS@ dutu, and because of natural

variability in the actions of the whales, some regions such

as the south eastern corner

of

Hudson Bay, above James Bay, are weighted more heavily. The two belugas that
migrated along the Ontario coast and then along the eastern coast of Hudson Bay spent
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longer periods with non-directed movements, and these movements suggest foraging near
the Belcher Islands. They also had more possibilities for satellite uplinks that did the 10
whales that migrated north along the westem coast of Hudson Bay. These results also
suggest differences is surfacing intervals between belugas with east coast Hudson Bay

migration routes and others having west coast migrations.
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Figure V.20; Week 9 (late September) of Western Hudson bay belugas tagged in the Nelson River estuary
weekly utilization distributions using Kernel methods, when all of the study whales have left the estuary
and are either moving north along the west coast of Hudson Bay. Colors represent utilization percentiles.
Re d:2 5%o, or ange: 5 0%o, y ellow :7 5Yo, c le ar- o utl ine: 9 5 %
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The first of the

i2 study whales arrived at Hudson Strait in early to mid-October.

Individuals with Eastside migrations tended to move slower, arriving later, as the Kernel

Utilization Distributions show in Figure 8, Week 17 (after captures) of weekly utilization
distribution calculation using Kemel methods.
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Figure V.21; Week 17 (early-mid October) of Western Hudson bay belugas tagged in the Nelson River
estuary weekly utilization distributions using Kernel methods, when the first of the 10 study whales still
transmitting arrived at Hudson strait. Individuals with Eastside migrations arrived later. Colors represent
utilization percentiles. Red:2íYo, orange:5070 , yellow:l 5%o, clear-outlin e:95V;o

By mid-November (week 30 after captures, Figure 7) all study whales still wearing
satellite tags had reached Hudson Strait. Here, the pooled relative-use patterns remain

similar for approximately five weeks, until the last satellite tag stops transmitting. The
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whales' movements during this timeframe suggest foraging or possibly moving within
the pack ice, with weekly movements wavering slightly east and west as if to follow prey

distributions.
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Figure Y.22; Week 30 (December) of Westem Hudson bay belugas tagged in the Nelson River estuary
weekly utilization distributions using Kemel methods, where (now n:4) have now arrived at Hudson Strait.
Colors represent utilization percentiles. Red:25o/o, orange:SIYo,yellow:75%;o, clear-outline:95o/o
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V. 3 NEL

S

ON RIVER HYDROLOGY: FRESHWATER.MARINE

COUPLING IN HIIDSON BAY
FLITVIAL LOADING OF SUSPENDED SOLIDS AND DISSOLVED
ORGANIC MATTER TO HUDSON BAY VIA TFTE CHURCHILL AND
NEL S ON-HAYES ESTUARIES
The hydrological processes of the Nelson River estuary are complex and everchanging. McCullough et al. (2006) studied fluxes of suspended solids and dissolved
organic matter from the Nelson watersheds to describe the pathways of these loads
through the estuary and their effects on light in the estuary water column. They found that
along longitudinal transects Coloured Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) is correlated

with salinity as in the mouth of the Nelson River. Turbidity has only a weak cor¡elation
with salinity. The strong correlation between CDOM and salinity along the path of flow
of Nelson River water indicates that it is the main source of CDOM for the one recorded
transect. Very high turbidity near the sediment-water interface at the mouth of the Nelson

indicates that sediment is re-suspended by flow, tidal or wave energy in shallow water in
the estuary and that turbidity is not correlated with salinity in this region (McCullough e/
aL.2006).
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Figure V.23; MODIS image showing CTD measurements transect for the Nelson fuver estuary for
August 2006

8

Image source: McCullough et al. (2006) / rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov

Figure V.24: Coloured Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) vs. salinity for the Nelson River estuary; An
example of complex subsurface mixing in a hydrological system
SdlDttyfpsuJ

Tu¡b!.twÍNrq

Image source: McCullough et al. (2006)
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Figure V.25: Turbidity vs. salinity for the Nelson River estuary; An example of complex subsurface mixing
in a hydrological system
Satíntty

[psul

Image source: McCullough et al. (2006)

Results of McCullovgh et al. (2006) illustrate the complexities and limitations

of

research in hydrologically pulsed ecosystems. To further study beluga whales in the

Nelson River estuary, more data for a larger extent is required, even though the Nelson
River estuary is a well-studied estuary, relative to other arctic estuaries used by belugas.
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Figure V.26; Location by sex of beluga whales tagged with satellite transmitters across the Canadian Arctic
1993-2005, for, (left to right) Mackenzie estuary, Churchill River estuary, Nelson River estuary, Somerset
Island, and Cumberland Sound. Green=Fem
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For figure Y.26 (above) sex data for belugas captured in the Churchill River (I.{:8, 19921993) were not available when this figure was constructed. However, these data are now

available (Martin and Smith; 1994,P. Hall Dept of Fisheries and Oceans, Winnipeg, pers.
comm. 2007). Please see the Appendix section for more details.
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